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This thesis is a survey on the fundamental work of K.Kodaira and D.C.Spencer on 
the deformation of compact complex manifolds. Since a compact complex manifold 
M is composed of a finite number of coordinate neighbourhoods patched together, 
its deformation is obtained by changing the way of patching. In chapter 1, we will 
show that an infinitesimal deformation is represented by an element in the cohomol-
ogy group iJ^(M, 0 ) of M with coefficients in the sheaf 6 of germs of holomorphic 
vector fields. Naturally, one would ask whether any element in H^{M, 0 ) represents 
an infinitesimal deformation. It turns out that if H^{M, 0 ) = 0, then the answer is 
positive. This is presented in chapter 2. To consider all the infinitesimal deforma-
tions of M, we consider the number of moduli m{M) of M in chapter 3. Moreover, 
some theorems about the relation between m{M) and dimH^{M, 6) , and examples 
are included in this chapter. Finally, a completeness theorem on deformation is 
proved in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 1 
Infinitesimal Deformation of 
Compact Complex Manifolds 
1.1 Differentiable Family 
We first consider a differentiable family {Mt} of compact complex manifolds 
parametrized by points t in a domain B in R^. The precise definition is as 
follows. 
Definition 1.1.1 {Mt : t G B} is called a differentiable family of compact 
complex manifolds if there is a differentiable manifold A4 and a C°° map u 
of M onto B satisfying the following conditions: 
1. The rank of the Jacobian matrix of cb is equal to m at every point of 
M. 
2. For each t G B, oo~^{t) is a compact connected subset. 
3 
3. Mt = cb-\t). 
4' There are a locally finite open covering {Uj : j = 1，2,...} of Ad and 
complex-valued C^ functions Zj {p),...，z^{p), j = 1，2,...，defined on 
M such that for each t,{p ~> {zj {p),...，Zj{p)) : UjnLU~^{t) + 0 } form 
a system of local complex coordinates ofMt. 
Notation and Terminology 
We denote the differentiable family {Mt : t G B} by {M, B,u), and call B 
its parameter space and t G B its parameter. Set 
Xj{p) = (6l(P),.--,&n(P)，*l，-.-，fm), t= (j;i,...,tm) =L0{p). 
{ x j } is called a system of local coordinates of the differentiable family. 
Definition 1.1.2 Let M and N be two compact complex manifolds. M is 
called a deformation of N if M and N both belong to some differentiable 
family. 
By standard techniques using differentiable vector fields, it can be shown 
that compact complex manifolds in the same differentiable family are diffeo-
morphic. This can be formulated locally as follows: 
Theorem 1.1.3 In Definition 1.1.1, suppose 0 G B. Then there exists U 二 
{t : |ti| < r,..., |^ |^ < r, r > 0} C B and a diffeomorphism 屯 from Mo x U 
onto Cj~^[U) such that u o 少=兀，the projection map ofM�x U onto U, and 
the restriction of 少 to Mo x {0} is the identity map. 
Now we explain briefly the idea behind Definition 1.1.1. Observe that we may 
choose systems of local coordinates {xj} as before such that Xj{Uj) = Uj x Ij, 
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where Uj is a polydisc in C^ centred at the origin and Ij is a rectangle in 
E^. The coordinate transformation Xk — Xj on Uj 门%； + 0 is given by 
{z], •..，z]，t) = { f j , {Zk, t), • • •, /；, {Zk，t), t) = {fjk (Zk, t), t) 
(1.1) 
where Zk = { z l , . . . , z^) and t = (^i,. . . ,t^). By (4) of Definitionl.1.1, the 
C°° functions 
ffk{^k^ t) — j%(4, . . . , ^ fc5 tl, . . .，tm) 
of zl,..., z^, t i , . . . , tm are holomorphic in zl,..., zg, a 二 1 , . . . , n. If we 
identify p G Uj with Xj {p), we may consider 
M = [j{U,xIj), 
3 
where (2:j,.. •, z�,t) and (2:|,..., z^, t) are identified as the same point if they 
satisfy (1.1). Then M^ is the compact complex manifold obtained by glueing 
polydisks Uj with t e Ij by identifying Zk G Uk with zj = fjk{zk, t) G Uj. 
Since {Uj : j = 1，2,. • • } is locally finite and Mo is compact, Mo intersects 
only finitely many Uj，s, say Ui,. •., Ui. Then 
1 1 
M o C U Uj X / , w h e r e I = 门 I j . ( 1 . 2 ) 
j=i j=i 
For each t G /，Mt — Uj^^Uj is a compact complex manifold obtained by 
glueing Ui,...,Ui by identifying Zk G % with Zj = fjk{zk,t) e Uj. The 
polydiscs Ui , . . . , Ui are the same; only the way of glueing them depends on 
t. In this way, we may regard Mt, t G / , as obtained from Mo by changing 
the way Ui, •.., Ui are glued. At this point, the following remark is worth 
5 
noting. 
Remark: As each point of 风，t G / , belongs to one of Uj, the complex 
structure of a sufficiently small neighborhood of each point of Mt does not 
vary under deformation. Thus we are not considering the type of deformation 
in which every small portion is being changed . 
1.2 Infinitesimal Deformation in DifFerentiable 
Family 
It is natural to take the derivatives of the transition function fjk{zk^ t) with 
respect to the parameters t i , . . . , tm as the "derivatives of the complex struc-
tures" . A s usual in deformation theories, we shall call such derivatives "in-
finitesimal deformations". Initially, we shall consider families depending on 
one real parameter t. First we observe a basic relation on MtilUif)V(jnUk • 0, 
ilW. t) 二 ftj{fjki^k, t),..., f>k, t)，t), a = 1, • •., n. (1.3) 
where Zk = Zk{p), Zj = fjk[Zk, t) and t G B C R. 
Differentiating both sides of (1.3) with respect to t, we get 
dfg{z,,t) ^ dft,{z,,t) ^dftj{zj,t) df^,{z,,t) 
dt — dt 十“~~^ Ft"^. (丄.4) 
Writing|^ = ^ ¾ ^ , we obtain 
叫 ^j 
dftkM — df^,i) - dzrdf^,{z,,t) 
dt - dt + ^¾ 碎 ~ W t “ ^ • (L5) 
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Then, by the chain rule, we have 
A mM d 二 ^ dftj{zj,t) d ^ dffkM d 
h dt dzf - 1 , dt 碌 十 会 dt ^ -
(1.6) 
Now, we consider the vector fields Ojk{t) on Uj f)Uk ^ 0, given by 
. “ � —V 顺 办 ， 亡 ) ^ n 7 � 
M f ) - g ^ ^ ^ . (1.7) 
Observe that Ojk{t) is holomorphic along each Mt. Further, (1.6) becomes a 
cocycle relation 
Oik{t) = Oij{t) + ejk{t). (1.8) 
Note that fS(Zi,t) = zf. Hence Oa(t) = 0. Then (1.8) gives ^kj(t) = -^jk(t). 
Thus we are led to a cocycle {〜於⑴} G Zi(Ut, Ot) of the sheaf 6^ of germs 
of holomorphic vector fields over Mt with respect to the open covering Ut — 
{Ujt), where Ujt = Uj n Mt / 0. Let 6>(力）G H^MuOt) be the cohomology 
class of {Ojk{t)}. 
Proposition 1.2.1 6{t) is independent of the choice of local coordinates. 
Proof : Observe that 6{t) does not change under the refinement of the 
open covering U = {Uj) of M. Thus, it suffices to show that given any 
two local coordinates Xj = (^Zj,f) and uj = {wj, t) on each Uj, 0{t) defined 
with respect to {xj} coincides with rj{t) defined with respect to {uj}. Let 
{wk, t) ^ {wj, t)={hjk{wk, t),t) be the coordinate transformation of {uj} on 
UjHUk + 0. Put T]jk{t) = E " "巧 : “ )蟲 . T h e n r]{t) is the cohomology class 
Q=1 j 
of the 1-cocycle {rjjk{t)} e Z^UuSt)- Put 
w?=g^,...,z�,t�, 
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where Wj = Wj {p), Zj = z"(p), p G Ujt. Then g^ is a C � f u n c t i o n of 
Zj,...，Zj, t, which is holomorphic in z j , . . . , Zj. Note that on Uj n Uk / 0, 
we have 
g ^ { f j k M , t ) = h ^ M z , , t ) , t ) . (1.9) 
Differentiating (1.9) in t and then considering it as vector equality as before, 
we get 
Ojk{t) + � �= � � + rjjk{t). (1.10) 
where 6j{t) = Y1 %"^f^ is a holomorphic vector field on Ujt. (1.10) implies 
Q = 1 j 
that 0(t) = T](t) in H^(Mt, Ot). • 
Therefore, by differentiating the transition function which defines the 
complex structure of Mt, we finally get a cohomology class 0(t) e H^(Mt, Ot) 
which can be regarded as the derivative of the complex structure of Mt. 
Definition 1.2.2 6{t) is called the infinitesimal deformation ofMt = cj~^(t). 
As the "derivative of the complex structure of Mt with respect to t,,, we 
would like 0{t) to have the property that 0{t)三 0 if and only if the complex 
structure of Mt does not vary with t locally. For this we give the precise 
definition for Mt not to vary with t in the next section. 
1.3 Trivial DifFerentiable Family 
Definition 1.3.1 Suppose given two differentiable families {M, B, cj) and 
(jV", B, 7T) with the same base space B G W^. M and M are called equivalent 
8 
if there is a dijfeomorphism <l> of M onto J\f such that for each t G B ，$ 
maps Mt —�-1(亡)biholomorphically onto J\ft = 7r"^(t). 
Definition 1.3.2 A differentiable family (Ai, jB, u) is called trivial if it is 
equivalent to {M x B, B, n), where ir is the projection map of M x B onto 
B and M = u~^{t^), t^ G B. In this case, we say that the complex structure 
of Mt = c2;"^(t) does not vary with t. 
Definition 1.3.3 A differentiable family {M, B, uj) is called locally trivial if 
for each t G B, there is a subdomain I with t G I C B such that {A4i, /, uj) 
is trivial, where Mj 二 uj~^{I). 
It is easy to see that if a differentiable family [M, B,cj) is locally trivial, 
then its infinitesimal deformation 0{t) = 0. In fact, since 6{t) is independent 
of choice of local coordinates, we may use the product coordinates {wx, t) on 
M X I. Then the coordinate transformation has the form 
(^A,^) = {hx^,{w^),t). 
Hence 
. � — • dh%Awp) d ^ ⑴ - ？ ^ ^ ⑩ = 。 . 
Kodaira-Spencer [8] show that the converse is true, under a certain additional 
condition, by using a lemma from their theory of variation of almost complex 
structures. 
Theorem 1.3.4 If dimH^{Mt, 6t) is independent oft and 0{t) = 0，then 
{Ai, B, Lo) is locally trivial. 
9 
Proof : We want to show that for any t^ G B, there is an open interval 
I C B containing t^ such that (Mi, I,uj) is equivalent to (M x / , / ,7r) with 
M = u-\f). 0{t) = 0 means that there is a 0-cochain {Oj{t)} G ^°(%,6^) 
such that {Ojk{t)} = S{Oj{t)}, that is 
Ojk{t) = Ok{t)-Oj{t), (1.11) 
n 
where 9j{t) = 2 Gf[Zj,t)^ and Oj{zj, t) are holomorphic in Zj. However, a=l Zj 
we do not know if they are smooth in t. At this point we invoke a lemma of 
Kodaira- Spencer[8] which says that under the condition on dimH^{Mt, 0^), 
we can choose {Oj{t)} such that 0^{zj, t) are C°° in z j , . . .z],t. This is the 
only place where the dimiJ^(Mt, 9t) condition is needed. Note that 
V ^ M M ^ - f " 2 / �^ v . a . . d 
5 ^ ^ ^ — £ 0k ( � ' )^  - £ '^ ( 3 , t ) w 
Since 
- d f f , M d ^(d\ _ ( i \ 
h dt dz- - \dt), \dt)： 卜 J 
we have 
^ f) f f) \ rt f^ / f) \ 
- 5 ， 〜 + ( S , - S ， ) 4 + ( ! ) r 
where (^)^. denote the vector field 羞 on Uj x I c Mi. Therefore, we may 
define a C°° vector field on M i by putting on each Uj x /， 
^ <9 / f) \ 
" ： ？ ， 〜 + ⑷ / 
Now, we consider the simultaneous ordinary differential equations for v : 
^ ~^ = -0j(z],...,4,t), a = 1,.. . ,n. (113) 
iL — 1 
、ds —丄 
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Take any point p G M = u'^{t^) and let {Ci{p)i t^) be the local coordinate of 
p, where we assume that p e Ui x t^. Then (1.13) has the unique solution : 
‘ z ^ { s ) = z^{p.s) 
t{s) = s 
\ 
under the initial conditions: 
/ 祁 0 ) = Cf(p), a = l,。.，n 
‘t{t^) = tO 
w 
This solution gives a smooth curve on A4/ passing through p : 
7p • t ~> 7p(Z) = [Zj[p,t),t), t e I 
Thus we obtain a family of C°° curves { 7 � : p G M} on Mi. By the unique-
ness theorem of the solution of simultaneous ordinary differential equations, 
for each point {zj, t) G Mi, there exists just one curve which passes through 
it. Therefore the map 
$ ： {p,t) ~> {Zj,t) = {Zj{p,t),t) 
is a difFeomorphism of M x I onto Mj. Obviously, $ maps M x t bijectively 
onto Mt. Thus in order to show that $ : M x t ^ Mt is biholomorphic, it 
suffices to prove that Zj(p, t) is holomorphic in p. By (1.13), we have 
j^z^(C, t) = -0^{z]iQ, t),..., z^(C, t), t), (1.14) 
where Q = Q{p). Since 0^{z^,...，z?, t) is holomorphic in 2:],.. . , z�,by 
applying 喬 to (1.14), we get 
ddzf{Ci,t) = — - dOf{z,{Q,t),t) dz^{Ci,t) 
dt dCl _—右 ^ ^ W~. 
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As z^{Q, t^) = (i, we have � ( y ) = o. Hence, by the uniqueness of the 
J C^j 
Qz<x r^. ¢) 
solution, •^软：三 0, that is, Zj (p, t) is holomorphic in p. • 
To extend the notion of the infinitesimal deformation to more than one 
parameter, we define a map pt : Tt{B) — H^{Mt,Qt) by pt{^) = ^ for 
each 悬 G Tt{B). Note that pt is an E-linear map ofTt{B) into H^{Mt,St). 
Theorem 1.3.5 If dimH^{Mt, Qt) is independent of t, then pt 三 0 ifand 
only if {M, B, Cb) is locally trivial. 
Proof : It is dear that the sufficient part is true. To prove the necessary 
part, we use induction. Consider the difFerentiable family M i = a)~^(/ )= 
Uj^iUj X I. For s i m p l i c i t y , w e a s s u m e t h a t I = {(ti，...，Zm) : |,i| < 
r , . . . , |ty^ | < r, r > 0}. Let 
I — {(亡1，. • . , tm—l) : tl〈 ^7 • . • , ^m-l < ^} 
and 
Im ——{^m . m^ < 厂}. 
Considering /爪—丄 二 /爪—丄 x 0 C 7, we see that { u j - ^ { I ^ - ^ ) ,严 \ u) is 
a differentiable family. As the theorem is true for m = 1, we may as-
sume that cD—i(/m-i) is trivial. Define a map of u~^{I^~^) x 1讯 onto I 
by (p, tm) — (cj(p), tm), where p G c j - i ( /^ - i ) , which makes d ; - i ( /^ - i ) x 1饥 
a differentiable family on the parameter space I. Therefore, by hypothe-
sis, in order to prove the triviality of A^/, it suffices to verify that M j is 
equivalent to ( j - i ( / ^ - i ) x 7^. Obviously, the same argument in the proof of 
Theoreml.3.4 apply. • 
12 
We next quote an important upper semi-continuity theorem and refer the 
proof to [8]: 
Theorem 1.3.6 Given a differentiable family {M, B, uj), for each s G B， 
we have dimH^{Mt, St) < dimH^{Ms, 0s) if \t — s| < s provided that e is 
sufficiently small. 
As a corollary of Theoreml.3.5 and Theoreml.3.6, we may recover the 
Fr51icher-Nij enhuis theorem[3]: 
Theorem 1.3.7 Let (A4, B, ou) be a differentiable family of compact com-
plex manifolds, where B is a domain ofW^ and 0 6 B. If iif^(Mo, Bo) = 0 
with Mo — cD—i(0)，then for a sufficiently small open interval I with 0 G I C 
B, (A4/, I, u) is trivial. 
Definition 1.3.8 A compact complex manifold M is called rigid iffor any 
differentiable family {M, B,uj) with 0 G B and a)"^^) = M, there is an open 
interval I with 0 G I C B such that {Mi, /, u) is trivial Loosely speaking, 
the complex structure of M = Mo is invariant under small perturbation oft. 
By Theoreml.3.7, if H�M, 0 ) - 0, then M is rigid. 
1.4 Complex Analytic Family 
We now consider a complex analytic family {Mt} of compact complex man-
ifolds parametrized by points in a domain B in C^ .The precise definition is 
as follows: 
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Definition 1.4.1 Suppose given a domain B in C"，and a set {M^, t G B] 
of compact complex manifolds Mt depending on t = {ti,..., tm) G B. We 
say that Mt depends holomorphically on t and that {Mt : t G B} is a complex 
analytic family of compact complex manifolds if there is a complex manifold 
M and a holomorphic map u ofM onto B satisfying the folloing conditions: 
1. cj"^(t) is a compact complex submanifold ofM, 
2. Mt = u-\t), 
3. The rank of the Jocohian ofuo is equal to m at every point ofM. 
Following the differentiable case, we have system of local coordinates {zj, t)= 
{Z j , . . . , Zj, ti,...，tm)- The transition functions : 
^j ~ fjk (½, . . .，^k ,力1, . • . , ^m)? ^  — 1, • • •,几， 
are then holomorphic in z l , . . . , z^, t i , . . . , tm- Further, for a tangent vector 
§1 G Tt{B), Ojk{t) = Y1 ^ ¾ : " ) 嘉 form a cocycle of holomorphic vector 
a—l 3 
fields along each Mt. 
Definition 1.4.2 The cohomology class 6{t) e H^{Mt,St) of the 1-cocyde 




d (d \ dMt 
'''-m^'[m)=rw 
is a C-linear map of Tt[B) into H^{Mu 0^). 
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Definition 1.4.3 Two complex analytic families {M, B,cu) and {Af, B, n) 
are called biholomorphically equivalent if there is a biholomorphic map $ of 
M onto N such that cb = n o ¢. 
Definition 1.4.4 A complex analytic family {M, B^ to) is called trivial if it 
is biholomorphically equivalent to {M x B, B, 7r) with M = cu'^{t^), where t^ 
is some point of B. 
We define the local triviality of the complex analytic family {M, B, uj) in the 
similar way as before. 
Remark(l) : As ^ ¾ ^ = 0 for 羞-G Tt{B), the map pt for (M, B，cj) con-
sidered as a differentiable family coincides with that for {M, B, uj) considered 
as a complex analytic family. 
Theorem 1.4.5 If dimH^{Mt, Ot) is independent oft G B, then pt 三 0 if 
and only if (A4, B, u) is locally trivial 
Proof : The if part is trivial. To prove the only if part, we use induction 
as in the proof of Theoreml.3.5. Suppose MA = U;=i"j x A = o)"^(A), 
where 0 G A C B is a polydisk and each Uj is a polydisk independent of 
t, and {zj, t) e Uj x A and {zk t) e Uk x A are the same point on M-A if 
Zj = ffk{^k, t), a = 1 , . . . , n. We assume that 
A = {(ti,.. .,tm) ： |^i|<r,...,|trn|<r,r">0}. 
Put 
A�1 = {{tu...,tm) ： \ti\ <r,...,\tm-l\ <r}, 
^m — {,m • tm < ”}, 
and consider A^"^=A^"^ x Oc A — x A^=A. Now, in order to prove 
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{M, B,u) is locally trivial, it suffices to show that the complex analytic 
family o>"^(A^"^) x Am is biholomorphically equivalent to M . Put 
Q /.N ^ ^ffki^ki ti,. •., tm) d 
_ = ] ^ i ^ 辟 . 
Since pt 三 0, there exists a 0-cochain {Ojk{t)}^ C^{Ut, Bt) such that 
{ % � ) } = J{~W}， 
n 
where 6j{t) = J2 Gf[Zj,t)^. By the method developed by Kodaira-Spencer[8], 
we can choose Oj{zj, t) to be C�in zj, •.., Zj, ti,..., tm- In order to show 
t h a t c l > - i ( A m - i ) X A m is b i h o l o m o r p h i c a l l y e q u i v a l e n t t o M ^ , it su f f i c e s 
to verify that we can choose a 0-cochain {Oj{t)} such that each coefficient 
Oj{zj, t) of Oj{t) is holomorphic in 2：],..., Zj, ti,.. .,tm- In fact if each 
Of{zj, t) is holomorphic, the map 
$ : Lj-'{A^-')xAm^MA 
defined by the solution of the simultaneous ordinary differential equations : 
‘^^CX 
~^ 二 -0^{zj,ti,.. . , t m ) , a = l , . . . , n . 
^ d~t = 0, A = l , . . . , m - 1 . (1.15) 
d^m, — 1 
ds 
� 
is biholomorphic and $ maps d;"^(A^"i) = cj"^(A^"^) x 0 identically onto 
^-i(A^-i) c M^. Let 6jk{t) = ^^0%{zj,t)^, Then the equality 
Ojk{t)^ek{t)-e^{t) 
becomes 
0%[z^. t) = E 3^f(^^. ^) — 0%j, t), ^ = 1, • •.，n. 
|3=l ^¾ 
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Since GfjJ^Zk, t) and z^ = f^Zk, t) are holomorphic in ti,...，tm, we get 
^dz^d6^,{z,^t)_dOf{zj,t) 
h M ~ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ' " • ” 
Then, by the chain rule, we have 
A d6i{zk.t) d 二 ^  dO<^{z,,t) d 
h 礼 dz^k ‘ h dt\ 碌 . 
Thus we obtain a holomorphic vector field r)x[t) G H^{Mt, Ot) on M ,^ where 
Mt) = E^ ^ ^ ^ on each Uj x t C 风 . 
As was mentioned before, if we consider (M, B, cd) as a difFerentiable fam-
ily, the R-linear map pt is also identically zero. Thus, by Theoreml.3.4, 
{M, B,uj) is locally trivial, and thus dimH^{Mt, 0^) =dim^o(M, 8 ) . 
Case(i) : dimH^{M.e) = 0. In this case, we have H^{Mt,Gt) = 0. There-
fore, T]x{t)三 0. This implies that Oj(zj, t) are holomorphic in ti,. •.，tm-
Case(ii): dimH^{M, 6 ) > 1. In this case, we use the following lemma and 
refer the proof to [5 . 
Lemma 1.4.6 For a complex analytic family (A^, B^ cu) of compact com-
plex manifolds，suppose that dimH^{Mt, Ot)=d is independent oft. Then 
for a sufficiently small polydisk A with 0 G A C B, we can choose a ba-
sis {^W,...,(^dW} of H%Mt,Bt) with (^“ZHE ^gj{zj,t)^ such that 
Q = 1 3 
^qj{zj^ t) are holomorphic functions of zj,. • •，z^, ti,.. •, tm-
Put 
d 
“ 入 ⑴ = [ ( ？ 入 ⑴ 站 ) ， 
g=l 
17 
and denote B with respect to ti , . •.，tm by ^ . Then on each Uj x A, we have 
d m 
dtO^{zj.t) = E < ( ^ E c q X _ x . 
q=l X=1 
—2 
Since dt = 0 and <Pqj{zj, ti,...，tm) are holomorphic in t i , . . . , tm, applying 
dt to the above equality, we get 
d / m 、 
E^^j {z j . t )d t [J2c ,x { t )dtx ] = 0 . 
q=l V\=1 / 
This implies that 
_ ( m \ 
St E Cqxif)dt-x - 0. 
\A=1 / 
By Dolbeault's Lemma, there exists a C°° function Cq{t) on A such that 
m 
dtCq{t) = J2 Cqx{t)dtx. 
A=1 
for each q. Put 
确 二 糊 - 他 
d A 
where ip{t) 二 X) Cq{t)(pq{t). Clearly, 6j{t) is a holomorphic vector field on 
9=1 
Uj X t C Mt a n d 
Ojk{t�= e"k�t�-§j�t�. 
Writing §j(t)= E 6 f { z j , t ) ^ , we get 
Q = 1 j 
§?[z”t) = e?[z”t�— j2c<M<h,t). 
9=1 
This implies that 
dt6^{zj,t) = d;e^{zj,t) - E < , ( ^ , t ) f t c , w = 0. 
9=1 
A 
Therefore 6j{zj, t) are holomorphic in t i , . . . , tm- • 
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Corollary 1.4.7 A complex analytic family {Ai^ B, u) is trivial ifit is trivial 
as a differentiable family. 
1.5 Induced Family 
Suppose given a complex analytic family {M, B,oj) of compact complex 
manifolds, where B is a domain of C^. Let D be a domain of C", and 
h : s ~> t — h{s), s e D, a holomorphic map of D into B. We define a map 
n : M X D — B X D b y 
n(p, s) = {co{p),s). 
Then {A4 x D, B x D, H) is a complex analytic family with parameter space 
B X D. Let 
G = {{h{s),s) : s G D} and 
Af = n-i(GO. 
Then {Af, G, H) is a complex analytic family over the parameter space G. 
Since the projection 
P : B X D — D 
maps G biholomorphically onto D, we identify G with D via P. Thus we 
obtain the complex analytic family {M, D, 7r), where 7r 二 P o H. 
Definition 1.5.1 The complex analytic family {Af, D^ 7r) thus obtained is 
called the complex analytic family inducedfrom («M，B, uj) by the holomorphic 
map h : D ~> B. 
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Since 
7r-i(l) = n - i (Ms ) , s ) = M ^ ) x s , 
we may consider 
(A^ ,A7T) = {A4w : … 外 
Taking a sufficiently small polydisk E C D and let A/“五=ir'^{E), it is clear 
that we may consider 
UE = U;=i"j X E by identifying 
{zk, s) e Uk X E with {zj, s) G Uj x E if Zj = fjk{zk, h{s)). 
Theorem 1.5.2 For any tangent vector 悬 G Tg{D), the infinitesimal defor-
mation of Mh{s) along ^ is given by 
dMh^s) +dhdMt (+ + 、 片 , 、 
^ ^ = S ^ i ， “ … . . ， 。 二 “ ⑷ . 
Proof: 
-df^,{z,,h{s)) d = -^dff,{ZkMs))dtx d 
h ^ ^ ^ ^ — h h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
= � d t x + dfTkb,h(s�d 
— h ^ h ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ 
• 
Remark(2) : If we do not assume that dimH^{Mt, Ot) is independent of t, 
Theoremsl.3.4, 1.3.5, and 1.4.5 do not hold. In fact, let {M, C,cD) be the 
complex analytic family of Hopf surfaces Mt, each obtained as the quotient 
of C^/{0} under the group of automorphisms generated by 
gt{z1,z2) = {azi + tz2, az2), 
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for fixed 0 < |a| < 1 and t G C. If we consider the complex analytic family 
{Af, C, 7T) induced from [M^ C, cD) by the holomorphic map s ^ t = s ,^ then 
by Theoreml.5.2, we get 
fd\ dMs2 dtdMt �dMt 
Pg ——j = = = 2s • 
\ ds J ds ds dt dt 
This implies that pg 三 0 because (M^, U,u) is trivial, where U = C\{0}. 
On the other hand, (A/", C, 7r) is not locally trivial. For, 7r"^(0) = M � a n d 
7r_i(s) = Mt with t = s^ + 0 are not biholomorphically equivalent. 
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Chapter 2 
Theorem of Existence 
2.1 Introduction 
Given a compact complex manifold M, if [M, B,uj) with 0 e B C C is a 
complex analytic family such that cD"^(0) = M, then we have shown in chap-
ter 1 that the infinitesimal deformation (^f^), ^ belongs to H\M, 0) , where 
0 is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields over M. Conversely, we 
would like to ask the following question : 
Question : Given a 6 E H^{M, 0 ) , does there exist a complex analytic fam-
ily (M,B,u;) with 0 G B C C such that iu-\0) 二 M and (暂)卜。=0 ？ 
We study the above question in this chapter. 
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2.2 Some Facts on the q^ ^ Cohomology Group 
H%M, e) 
Let U = {Uj} be a finite open covering of a compact complex manifold M, 
and suppose that each Uj is a coordinate polydisk. Let S be a sheaf over M, 
H^{pi, S) be the cohomology group of U and H^{M, S) be the cohomology 
group of M with coefficients in S. Then we have the following basic fact : 
Theorem 2.2.1 If H\Uj,S) = 0 for every Uj G S, then H^{U,S)= 
H^{M, S) and H^{U,S) ^ H^{M,S). 
Notation : 
0 = sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions over a compact 
complex manifold M 
A^'^ — sheaf of germs of C°° (p, g')-forms over M 
r(VF, S) = i^-module of all sections of S over W, where W is a domain 
of M and K =股 or C 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let U = {{z^,...,z^) G C^ : |^ |^ < r,...,|z^| < r,0 < r < 
00} be a polydisk, and 9 the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields over 
U. Then H^{U, 0) = 0 for q > 1. 
n 
Proof : For any v 二 J2 〜 洽 ^ 6^, z G U, we represent it as v = 
a = l 
(v i , . . . , Vn), Va G Oz. Therefore, we may consider 
H'(u, e ) 二 H'(u, o) e . . . e H^{u, o) • 
\^ )  ^ 
n times 
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By Dolbeault's theorem, we have H^{U, 0) ^ T{U, dA^^^-^)/dT{U, A^^^-^) 
for q > 1. Then, it follows from Dolbeault's lemma that H^{U, 0 ) = 0 for 
^ > 1 . • 
From the above results, we get the following lemma : 
Lemma 2.2.3 H\U, 9) = H\M, 0) and lP(U, 0) 4 H\M, 8). 
Using the Lie bracket, we put for any two 1-cocycles {Ojk} and {rjjk} in 
A " ， e ) , 
Cijk = ^ {[^ij,Vjf^] + [rjij, ^jk]). (2.1) 
Then, it is easy to see that {Gjfc} forms a 2-cocycle in Z^{U, 0 ) . 
Definition 2.2.4 Let 0, rj G H^{M, 0) be the cohomology classes of {Ojk} 
and {f]jk} respectively. We define the bracket of 0 and rj by putting 
[0. T}] = C, 
where ( is the cohomology class of {Ojfc} defined by (2.1) 
The bracket is clearly well-defined. In fact, if Ojk = Gk — %, then 2Qijk = 
Oj + Qk, Vjk]-[^ i + Gk, Vik]^ [^ i + Gj, %•]. Observe that the bracket is bilinear 
in 6 and 77, and [没，r/] 二 [ry, 9 . 
2.3 Obstructions to Deformation 
Theorem 2.3.1 Given an element 6 in H^{M, 0). In order that there may 
exist a complex analytic family {A4, B, u) such that cD"^(0) = M，and that 
(警 )卜�= e , [e,6] must be the zero element in H^{M, 6). 
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Proof : Let 6 G H^{M, 0 ) and suppose that there exists a complex analytic 
family {M,B,u) such that (2ri(0) = M and ( ^ ) — = 6. Let 6>(力）be the 
\ , t—0 
cohomology class of {Ojk{t)}. Then by (1.5), we have 
n p^a 
^(A,f) = ^ ;W + :E&^(6,f), (2.2) 
j3=l ^^j 
where Ojj^{zj,t)=巧《:“).Differentiating (2.2) in t as functions of z j , . . .，z� , t , 
we get 
0ij-eUzi,t) + 6%{zi,t) 
. (2 3) 
二 〜 的 . " 5 ( 知 力 ) + 初 々 , 力 ) + 〜 “ 力 ) . " 3 ( 知 力 ) + ： ^ 野 略 ( : 力 力 ) ， . 
where O^ki^j,t)=《丄〜).Using (2.2), we write (2.3) as 
Orj{zi,t)-Og{z,,t)+ E '^0%{z,,t) 
/5=1 j (2 4) 
= % C 0 . E ^0%[zj,t) — M , ) . 頌 ( 知 作 
• • ^ 
Then, by putting %( t ) = T .OfAzi , t )^ , we have 
a I 
Oij{t) - Oik{t) + 6jk{t) = [Oij{t), Ojk{t)]. (2.5) 
Therefore, we get [6>, 0] = 0 G H � M , 6) . • 
Consequently, if [6, 0] + 0，the answer of the question stated in section 
2.1 is negative. In this sense we call [6,6] G H^{M, 6 ) the obstruction to 
deformation of M. Observe that by differentiating the fundamental equalities 
(1.3) m times and putting t 二 0 for m 二 3，4，.. •，we obtain infinitely many 
conditions for which 0 must satisfy. 
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2.4 An Elementary Method for Theorem of 
Existence 
Let M^ be a compact complex manifold and 0 G H^{M, 9 ) . In order to 
prove that there exists a complex analytic family {M, B,cj) with 0 G B C C 
such that cj-i(0) 二 M and (警)卜。二 0, it suffices to take polydisks Uj 二 
{zj G C^ : \zj\ < r , . . . , \Zj\ < r, r > 0}, j = 1 , . . . , 1, and a sufficiently 
small disk A — {t G C : \t\ < r } , and then construct a complex structure 
M 二 Uj=i Uj X A with defining functions ffk{^k, t) satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(i) M = U;=i Uj X 0 = U;=i Uj with defining functions ff^{zk, 0)， 
(ii) E^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ = ejk, where {0,,} = 0. 
Thus, if we expand f�j^[Zk,t) into the power series in t as 
oo 
/ j U l t) = Y1 f^kiM)t'，Oi 二 1,.. •, n. (2.6) 
U-Q 
/jfc|o(^ A:) must be the defining functions of M and /j^!i =没》.Now, it remains 
to determine /j^^(^fc), v — 2,3，..., such that ff^i^ki t) define a complex 
manifold M — Uj=i Uj x A. More precisely, ff^{^k, t) must be holomorphic 
in zl,..., zg, t and satisfy the following compatibility conditions on Uk x APl 
U j X A ^ 0 : 
f?kM^f?j{fjkM, t) = ftj{f^,{zk,t),...J^,{z,,t), t) (2.7) 
Notation : 
oo oo 
Let A(t) = E A^W, and B(t) = E B^{t) be polynomials in t. We put 
u=0 iv=0 
A^ = Ao + Alt + . . . + A ,^t^  and B^ = Bo + Bit + •.. + B ^ -
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Then, by A{t) = B{t) we mean A^{t) = B^{t). Using vector notation, we 
rewrite (2.6) as 
00 
fjk{zk.t) = Y. f jk\Azky- (2.8) 
i / = 0 
Therefore, (2.6) is reduced to the system of infinitely many congruences : 
( I . ) … … ^ z k , t ) 4 f ^ j z k , t ) , t), " = l , 2 , . . . 
As /jfc|o(^ fc) are chosen to be the defining functions of M and f^^i{zk)— 
O j^^ {zj), where zj = fjk{zk, 0), (Ii) is true. Now, we want to determine 
fjk]u{^k) for V > 2 by induction on v such that (1^ )^ is true for all v. Assume 
that 
fjk^{zk, t) = fjk\o{zk) H H f#-i(Zk),-i and (I^_i) is true. 
Then we consider (1 ,^). Observe that (1^ )^ is equivalent to 
n ^ 
!ik'M^Ukw{^kY = f-f'{f^k'M, t ) + X : ^咖⑷力“作越". 
/3=1 OZj 
That is 
fik-'M-f^r^{f^,-'{z,,t),t) - l ± ^f^,^M) - M k ) + f^M^j)] r , 
V =^i ^¾ / 
where Zi = /i)|o(6). Let Tijk\u{zk) be the coefficient of t^  in the left hand 
side of the above congruence. Then by assumption, we have 
n , - ' M - f^fHfjk\^k,t) ,t) = r,,-,|.(z,)r. (2.9) 
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Hence, {1^ ,) is reduced to the equality : 
n Q^ 
^i3k\u[Zk) = Y^ ^fjk\ui^k) — fik\u{Zk) + fijUZj) (2.10) 
/5-1 ^j 
Writing in terms of the components, (2.10) becomes 
n Qz. 
^3k\u{^k) = Y^ ^ / / fc| " (4 ) — fik\u{^k) + /&"(¾)-
0=1 ^¾ 
Using vector field notation, we get 
Jl^ijk\A^k)^ = ^fjkliy(^k)^ - ^fi^k\u{Zk)^ + J2ftj\A^j)^-
Putting 
Q Q 
^ijkW = E ^ k \ u { z k ) ^ and fjkW = E fjk]A^k)^, 
a ^^i p OZj 
we obtain 
• 
^ijk\u — fjk\v — fik\u + fij]u- (2.11) 
Now, we extend the definitions of 1-cochains, 2-cocycles, etc., as follow : 
Let S be an arbitrary sheaf over M and U = {Uj] the finite cover of 
M. Then the set c^  — {cTjk} of sections of T{Uj 门 Uk, S) is called a 1-
cochain on U if Ojj = 0 for every j. Similarly, the set c^  = Wijk} of sections 
cFijk € T{Ui n Uj n Uk, S) is called a 2-cocycle on U if 
f 
c^iik — (^ikk 二 0 
< 
‘ cTijk — Cfhjk + cFhik - cThij = 0 on each Uh n Ui 门 Uj 门 Uk + 0. 
Next, we define the coboundary of a 1-cochain c^  = {cfjk] as 
C^^  = {njk}, Tijk = ^jk — CFik + aij. 
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Then, it is clear that the coboundary 6c^ is a 2-cocycle. Let (Ji(",<S) be 
the abelian group of all 1-cochains c^  and Z^iJA^ S) that of all 2-cocycles &. 
Then the quotient group 
H^[U,S) = Z^{U,S)/6C\U,S) 
is called the 2-dimensional cohomology group of U with coefficients in S. 
With this notation, (2.11) is written as 
{r.,^i.} = H/.^|.}- (2.12) 
Lemma 2.4.1 {「《计|"} is a 2-cocycle on U, where Tijk\u = Y.^%k\u^-
Proof : It suffices to prove that 
Q^^ 
X] ~^^%k\u _ ^h3k\u{Zk) + Thik\u[Zk) - Thij\i, = 0, 
where Zh = (4^. •., ^h) and Zh = fhk\o{zk). 
For simplicity, we write Thjk\u{zk), fhk^{zk,t) as Thjk\u, fhk^{t) respectively. 
By (2.9), we have 
^^Jkwt' - f'k-\t)-fif\fjk\t), t), (2.13) 
- r " # r + r , # r = A 7 ^ ( / j r ' W , ^ ) - / r ' ( / r ^ W , t), (2.i4) 
THiM^jr - fki'{^j,t)-fM'{f^-'{zj,t), t). (2.15) 
Putting Zj = f -k\t ) into (2.15), we get 
rV;>r = A7^/jT^W, t) - AT^(/r'(/j^"'W'力)，t)- (2.i6) 
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By (2.13), we have 
【 1 ( 【 1 ( 力 ) ， 力 ） - 【 1 ( / 『 1 ( / ； ^ 1 ( 力 ) ， 力 ) + 「 # 力 " ， 力 ） 
U 1 1 1 n „ (2.17) 
- f ^ ' U V U j k ' i ^ . t\ t)+ E i^r, , .|,r . 
a=l ^ 
Substituting (2.17) into (2.16), we get 
^Mjwt^ - fHi'{f-k'{t), t)—【1(【1(力)，t) + E fer^|Z. ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
a=l ^¾ 
Hence, by subtracting (2.18) from (2.14), we get 
孔 Qz^ 
~^hjk\ut + ^hik\ut ——^hij]ut — — ^3 o Q ^ ijk]ut . 
a=l ^^i • 
/s 
Let r^ G H^{U, 0 ) be the cohomology class of the 2-cocycle {^ijk]iy} ^ 
A 
Z^{U, G). Then (2.12) implies that if Tj, • 0, then we cannot determine 
{fjk\u} such that (Ii,) holds. In this sense, we call T^ the obstruction to 
deformation of M. As 
^ijk\u = fik\o{Zk) — fij\o{fjk\o{Zk)) = 0, 
we have 1\ = 0. Thus we call f2 the first obstruction, and Fj,+i the i/h 
obstruction. If F^ = 0, then in order to make (Ij^ ) holds, we choose a 1-
cochain {cTjk} G C {^U^ G) with {Tijk\u} — ^Wjk}, and put fjk\,y = ajk- Since 
^ijk^t^ - fik'^{Zk,t) - fif^{fjk^{Zk,t), t), 
r^ is not defined unless [2 = 0 , . . . , r,^_i = 0. Moreover, even if [2 = 
0 , . . . , r^_i = 0, r^ , depends in general on the choice of {fjk^{zk, t)}. Thus, 
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it may be that T„ + 0 for one choice of {fjk^{zk, t)}, and F^ = 0 for another. 
Therefore, it is difficult to see whether we can determine {fjk\u} such that 
(I^) hold for all u. 
A r\ 
Obviously, if H^{U, B) = 0，then we can construct a formal power series in 
t: 
00 
fjk{zk,t) = J2 fjk\u{zky 
u-Q 
satisfying the compatibility conditions 
fik{Zk,t) 二 fijifjk(^Zk,t), t). 
Note that if all f^f^{zk,t) converge for \t\ < r, then /]¾(¾ t) are holomorphic 
functions on {UjnUk) x A, where A = {t G C : |t| < r}. Thus, it remains to 
show that we can choose ffk{^k-, t) such that they are all convergent on {Uj D 
Uk) X A. However, it turns out that this is difficult, indeed insurmountable, 
so that the elementary method fails, yet, we do get some useful facts, as 
follows. 
Lemma 2.4.2 IfH^{M,Q) = 0，then H^{U,G) = 0. 
A 
Proof : It suffices to prove that for any 2-cocycle {%jt} G Z {U, 0 ) , there 
exists {Ojk} G C^{U, 6 ) such that S{9jk} 二 {%fc}. Let {pj} be a partition of 
unity subordinate to U = { " ) } . By the definition of a 2-cocycle, we have 
^ijk — ^ hjk — ^hik + ^ hij-
Multiplying both sides by ph, and taking the summation with respect to h, 
we get 
Oijk 二 � k - ^ik + ^ij, where ^^ 二 ^  PhOhjk-
h 
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Then e a c h � k is a C�vector field on Uj 门 Uk i^ 0. Since ddijk = 0, we have 
d^jk = d^ik - d^ij-
Putting ipk = E pMik, we get 
i 
S^jk = i^k — i^j-
Clearly, j^t is a C^ vector (0, l)-form on Uk and d^pk = Si|^j on Uk Pi Uj. 
Putting 
(p = d^|)j on each Uj, 
we get an element cp in F(M, dA^'^{T{M))). By assumption, we have 
i / 2 ( M , e ) = r ( M , dA^^^T{M)))/dT{M, A^^'{T{M))) = 0. 
This implies that there exists ^ G F(M, A^^^[T{M))) such that ip = 3^j. 
Thus, we have 
B{^pj —妙）=0 on each Uj. 
Then, by Dolbeault's lemma, there exists a C°° vector field r]j on Uj such 
that 
^pj — ^p — Brjj. 
Hence we have 
S^jk =机-i^j 二 dr]k - Sr]j-
This implies that 
d{^jk - Vk + Vj) 二 0. 
Then, putting 
Ojk = ^jk - Vk + r]j, 
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we get a holomorphic vector field 6jk on Uj 门 Uk. Since 6hjj = 0, we have 
/ \ 
^jj = 0, and thus 6jj = 0. Hence {Ojk] G C [U, 6 ) . Further, it is clear that 
0jk — Oik + Oij — ^jk — ^ik + ^ ij = ^ijk-
• 
Consequently, if i7^(M,0) = 0, then fik{zk, t) = fij{fjk{zk,t), t) have 
formal power series solutions and thus it is reasonable to hope that for any 
9 G iifi(Af, 9 ) , there exists a complex analytic family {M, A,cD) such that 
^-(o) = M, ( ¾ =e, 
\ 瓜 /t=o 
where Mt 二 u;'^{t). 
Lemma 2.4.3 [9,0] = 2T2. 
Proof : Observe that 
H^{u,e)^H^{u,e). 
Thus in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that there exists a 
A 1 
1-cochain {rjk} € C^{U, 6 ) such that 
2Fij^ |2 — [%, Ojk] = Tjk — Tik + Tij. (2.19) 
As 
TiM^k)t' = f!k(zk, t)-fy{fj,{zk,t), t), 
we have 
r _ i V^ _ ^ ! f i _ f ^ f7 _ + ^Mlf(^ 
哪—"2 ,¾ ^^〜1細-,¾可〜1-
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Since fjk\i = 0jk = {0]k^. •., 6>^ J, we get 
2IV|2 = - E ^略 二：。— ^jk • %, 
where Ojk = J2 ^ j k ^ - Then, by product rule, we obtain 
^^ijk\2 = -Ojk J2 ^^jk + Yj ~^�k . G^k - 2 f^c . % . (2-20) 
Vp ¾^ / p ¾^ 
As {Ojk} e Z^{U,e), we have 
Y1 ^^jk = ^ik — %• 
0 ^¾ 
Putting it into (2.20), we get 
^^ijk\2 = X1 ~^0jk . 0^k - 0jk . ^ik - Ojk . Oij. 
/3 ^¾ 
In other words, we have 
Q^a 
2r^ A;|2 = 5^ ~^Gjk . 0jk — 0jk . ^ik - Gjk . (¾, Oi 二 1, • • • , n. 
/5 ^¾ 
In terms of holomorphic vector fields, we obtain 
Q 
2rijfc|2 = 2 ^ r^fc|2^^ = Gjk • 0jk - Ojk. Oik — Ojk. Oij. 
Since 
Oij, 6jk] = [Oij, Oik] — ^ij . ^ik — 0ik . % , 
we have 
^^ijk\2 — [^ij,^jk] = 0jk . Gjk — Oik . Oik + % . Oij. 
Putting 
Tjk = Ojk . Ojk = Y1 [Ojk . i9^fc) n , 
/3 ^¾ 
we obtain (2.19). • 
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2.5 Proof of Theorem of Existence 
Theorem 2.5.1 (Theorem of Existence)/7/ Let M be a compact complex 
manifold and H^{M, B) 二 0. Then there exists a complex analytic family 
{Ai, B, u) with 0 G B C C^ satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) ib-\0) = M, 
(ii) The linear map po : To{B) ~> H^{M, 0) given by 
^ [dMt\ 
沉 \沉)t=o 
is an isomorphism, where Mt = u~^{t). 
Before we prove the theorem of existence, we first try to explain the idea 
behind the proof. 
By abuse of notation, we denote the underlying differentiable manifold of 
the compact complex manifold M also by M. Suppose that there exists a 
complex analytic family {M, B,CS) with 0 G B C C^ such that o>"^(0) = M. 
Then, if we take a sufficiently small A with 0 G A C B, by Theorem(1.1.3), 
there is a diffeomorphism 少 of M x A onto MA = ^j=i x A such that 
(i) ^(z, 0) = z for all z G M and 
(ii) (2; o 少(2，t) 二 t, where t e A. 
Put 
Hz,t) = (Cji(2^t),...,<7(2^;0,Zi，...，tm) for ^(z,t) e Uj X A . 
Then, MA may be considered as a complex manifold with the complex struc-
ture defined on the differentiable manifold M x A by the system of local 
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complex coordinates : 
{ ( 0，亡 ) = 0： ) (之，仏 - - ,口 (之，灿广丄）： I < i < 0 -
Clearly, Mt is the complex structure of the differentiable manifold M defined 
by the system of local complex coordinates : 
{z^Q{z,t) : l < j < l } . 
Let (2;i, . . . , z^) be an arbitrary local complex coordinates of z G M. Then 
C"(2;, t) = C"(^^5..., z^, t i , . . . , tm) are C°° functions of z^, . . . , z^, t i , . . . , tm. 
Since 
‘det{dxC^{z,0)) + 0, 
^ d e t ( g ) + 0, 
‘ det ( & g ( A t)) = det ( g ) . det (^Cf(^, t))， 
where 8\ —嘉，we have 
det (^dxCj{z,t)^ ^ 0, provided that A is sufficiently small. (2.21) 
Notation : 
T = T (M) : tangent bundle of M. 
A{T) : sheaf of germs of C°° vector fields on M. 
A^'^(T) : sheaf of germs of C°° vector (p, q) — forms on M. 
£°'9(T) : linear space of C^ sections of T 0 八"T* over M. 
C�q : linear subspace of C^'^(T) consisting of all d — closed vector 
(0，q) - forms. 
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Note that CY{T) = F(M, dA^^^{T)). Now we consider 
0 
鄉,t) = E C^；(^ , t)dz', where ^ - — . 
By (2.21), there is a unique (0, l)-form 
^j(^, t) = ^ (p)p(z, t)dz^, X = 1 , . . . , n, such that 
u 
dg{z, t) - 5： • , t)dxg{z, t), a = 1,. •., n. (2.22) 
A 
Lemma 2.5.2 For any t G A, there is a C°° vector (0, l)-form (p{z, t) on 
M such that 
n 
( ^ �= i f [ z , t ) = Y 1 ^z,t)dx o n Uj = ^~\Uj X A ) a n d (p{0) = 0 . 
A=i 
Proof : It suffices to prove that 
J2^^{z,t)dx = ^ ^ i { z , t ) d x on UjHUk. (2.23) 
入 A 
Applying B to the following fundamental equality : 
g{z,t) = f^,{Ck{z,t), t), (2.24) 
we get 
dCn^^t) = E S ^ C f ( ^ , ^ ) , where C； = mCk,t) . 
/3 0(,k 
Then, by (2.22), we have 
E 咖 t)d,Cn^, t) = E S E %A(4 t~m'Az, t)- (2.25) 
A /3 ^Sfc A 
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On the other hand, applying d to (2.24), we get 
dxCn^.t) = Y^^d,C',{z,t). 
/3 ^^ k 
Hence, (2.25) can be rewritten as 
E 咖 ， 他 《 ( 之 ， t ) = E 咖 t)dxg{z, t). 
X X 
Since det(4Cj^(z,t)) / 0, we have 
if^{z,t) = (fk{z,t) on Z Y j n Z 4 n f / x A 7 ^ 0 , 
where U is the domain of the local coordinates {z^,...，z^). As (z\ . . . , z^) 
are arbitrary local complex coordinates of M, we get (2.23). Moreover, since 
dC^{z, 0) 二 0, a = 1, . . . , n, we have ip{0) = 0. • 
In terms of local coordinates (z^ . . . , z^), we have 
4 t ) = < z , t ) = j 2 ^ t ) h , (2.26) 
A=1 
where ^^[z, t) — Y. ^p{z, t)dz^, and 
V 
dQ{z, t) = Y^ 外,t)dxg{z, t), a 二 1, • •., n. (2.27) 
A 
Now, we consider (p{t) as a differential operator and rewrite (2.27) as 
{d - ^{t))g{z, t) = 0， a - 1,. . •, n. (2.28) 
n n 
Theorem 2.5.3 Let (p = Y1 J2 ^pdz^dx be a C^ vector (0, l)-form defined 
\=l u=l 
071 a domain U of M. Suppose that the system of the partial differential 
equations 
Luf 二 (5p — J2 ^pdx)f = 0， “ 二 1,. •., n, 
X 
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has n linearly independent C°° solutions 
f=:(<^ = (^{z) on U, a = l,...,n. 
Then for any C°° function f on U C M, we have 
- df 
{d — (f)f — 0 if and only if -=^ = 0，a = 1,..., n. 
^C 
Here the solutions C^,..., ¢^ are said to be linearly independent if 
" 々 : , ^ . ， y : : , . . . �i + 0. 
0^  1 ^ ，• • •，之,^，• • •,之) 
Proof : By assumption, we have 
d e 《 ! ! ; , . . . ， 5 i : ， . . . ， 2 二 det(C - E ^ ^ ^ ) | d e t ( a . n r + •• (2.29) 
KJ ^/6 ，• • •，力 ，4j , • • • , /C J ^ 
This implies that 
d e t ( C - 5 > g ^ ) # 0 and d e t ( & C ) # 0 . 
/^  
Thus (¢1(2;),..., C(2:)) is a complex coordinates on U C M if M is considered 
as a differentiable manifold. Hence, we may consider f = f((i，..., ¢^) as a 
C^ function of C^  =(丄⑷，...，C = C W on M. Then 
(a — 舰 1 ( 4 . •.，cw) = E ( 5 - 鎖 礎 + E ( ^ - ⑷ 兩 暮 
As Lj,(^(z) = 0 for V 二 1，..., n, we have {B — ^)C^{z) = 0. Thus we obtain 
(5 - ^ ) / = E E ( 5 ^ - E ^ ' , d , ^ ) d ^ -
a y /i ^S 
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Since d^C = E ^ ^ x C , we have d^ C^ = E ^ p d ^ . Hence we get 
A A 
{ d - ^ ) f = E E ( 3 ^ - E E ^ H ^ ) d z ^ % 
a V \jL \ O、 
=EEE(^.'-E^)5^^-"|4-
a u A ^ ^S 
Since diQt{6^-Yj^9[z)ip^[z) is invariant under the change of local coordinates 
/^  
(z^,.. . , z^), it is a differentiable function on M and is nonzero by (2.29). 
Moreover, we have det(aAC") + 0 by (2.29). Therefore, 
- df 
{d — (f)f = 0 if and only if ^ ^ = 0 for a = 1，..., n. 
In other words, [d — (p)f = 0 if and only if f is holomorphic in (i,..., (^. • 
Corollary 2.5.4 If we take a sufficiently small polydisk A， then for any 
t G A，a local C^ function f on M is holomorphic with respect to the complex 
structure Mt if and only if it satisfies the equation 
( 5 l W ) / = 0. (2.30) 
Proof : For any t e A, by (2.28), we have 
(¾ - E 咖,t)dx)g(z, t) = 0 for z/ = 1, •.., n. 
X 
Moreover, as ^{z, 0) = 0, we have 




This corollary implies that the deformation Mt of the complex structure 
on M is represented by the vector (0，l)-form 
洲=Y^ ^\z, t)dx = E 咖 tWdx on M. 
X \,u 
Definition 2.5.5 For any 
^ - $ > A ^ e £ °，p ( T ) 
A 
and ^= Y,^^dx G £^'^(T), 
A 
where cp^ 二 ^  J2 ^% u {z)dz^^ 八...八 dz~^p, we define their bracket by 
q. i^ i,...,"p …p 
b , ¢) - E (v "^八 ％v^ A - ( - i r r 八� w " )仏， 
A,At 
where d# - ^ E d^i^i-Az)d^ 八 . . .八 d^. 
^' J^l,-,J^q 
Obsere that [(p, ^p] is independent of the choice of local complex coordinates 
{z^,...，z^) used for its definition and [99, ip] G >C '^^ ^ (^T). Moreover, we have 
the following formulae : 
[V^ ,V:^ ] = - ( - i r [ ^ , ^ ] , (2.31) 
d[ip,例 二 [dip, ^ ] + (—1广[釣 Bi；], (2.32) 
( - i r [ [ ^ , ¢1, r] + (-1广[[也 r], ^] + ( - i n [ r , ^ ] ,浏= 0 , (2.33) 
where (p e C^^P{T), i|; G £°'^(T) and r G >C '^^ (T). 
Lemma 2.5.6 d(p{t) = ![(^？⑷，^？⑴]，where d^p{t)=Yl d^^d\. 
A 
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Proof : For simplicity, we denote (?(z, t) and (p^{z, t) by C" and (p^ respec-
tively. Applying d to (2.27): 
^ ; - E ^ ' ^ c ; , 
A 
we get 
Q = Ed#dxg-E#Nddxg. 
X X 
Hence, we obtain 
E 5 / ^ g = E v ^ ' A ^ C ; . (2.34) 
A At 
As d X f = E^pdxC^, we have 
dd,Cf 二 ^d&dz_" 
V 
= E ^M^^^' 
V 
= j : U ( E ^ ' ^ ^ x Q ] ] d z ^ 
V \ \X / / 
= E ( E ^ ^ i d z A ^ g + E ^ % d , q ^ 
X \ V / A 
Hence, we get 
E Z A 5 a " g = j : ( E < K ^ x g + E<A#dAg 
fi A \ M / X,ti 
=5:fe<^'W?, 
A V /i / 
where 〜一 =Y1 d^(fpdz^. Therefore, (2.34) becomes 
u 
E 3 灼 《 = E fe z A d , A dxCf. 
X X V fx / 
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As det (dxg ) + 0，we have 
~ ' = E < A � Z . 
A^  
Using the bracket notation, we get 
M ^ ) = ^ b W , ^ W l - (2.35) 
• 
Theorem 2.5.7 (^^)卜。 i s a B—closed (0, l)-form, and under the iso-
morphism 
i/i(_M,e) ^ 4， i (T) /aC� ’� (T) , 
(^)t=Q ^ ^i(M,e) corresponds to - (管 ) , =。^ 4^(T). 
Proof : The exact sequence of sheaves : 
0 ~> 0 — A{T) ^ dA{T) ^ 0 
induces the exact sequence of cohomology groups : 
0 ~> H\M, e ) — £。，。(T) 4 Lf{T) 4 H�M, 6 ) — 0. 
In order to prove the theorem, by the definition of 5*[10], it suffices to show 
that there exists a 0-cochain (¾} G C i^JA, ^ {T ) ) such that 
5 ½ } = ( ¾ ^ ) and ^ ¾ } = - { ^ J -
V 饥 /t=0 
For simplicity, we denote ( ¾ ^ ) , ^ by / for any C°° function of t G A. 
Differentiating the fundamental equalities 
cn',t)=moM, t) 
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with respect to t, and putting t = 0, we get 
M — • ^^f r^ , foc ^j —乙 ^^�k 十 Jjfr 
P ^Sk 
Putting ^ = E t f ^ , we have 
0 — ffc + ^jk-
That is 
他 } 二 -{Ojk}-
Moreover, differentiating 
_^fOM) = : E A , w r M ) 
A 
with respect to t, and putting t — 0, we get 
< - E v ^ ' ^ c ; 
A 
since ^^{z, 0) = 0. Therefore, we have 
^ = 5 ^ r 4 = 5 p ^ 4 = p A A = A 
• 
Now, we want to look at the meaning of (2.35): 
秘 ) = [淋舰 
where (p{t) = E^^{z,t)dx and (p^{z,t) = T.^i{z,t)dz^. We fix t for a 
A V 
moment and consider 化 as a C^ funtion on U C M with local coordinates 
( z^ . . . , z^ ) . Note that 
( 5 - ^ > 知 / 二 0 
A 
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is equivalent to the following system of partial differential equations : 
Lt,f = 0，where L^ 二 du — ^ (^^¾, u = 1，•..，n. (2.36) 
A 
Lemma 2.5.8 The differential operators L i , . . . , Ln, £ i , . . . , Ln 肌已 linearly 
independent. 
Proof : Suppose that 
E «A(^ — E ^ ¾ + E bM - E ^ ¾ ) = 0， 
A At A* A 
then we have 
0'X = J2 礙 " a n d b^ = ^ (p^a„. 
fJL U 
Hence, we get 
«A = YM*i^, 
/x," 
Since det 6^ — Y. (fp^n ) is assumed to be nonzero, we have ax — 0 for 
V � ) 
A = 1 , . . . , n, hence also b^ 二 0 for /i = 1 , . . . , n. • 
Observe that (2.35) is written in the explicit form as 
Srd — d.^f 二 E 4 � W — E 彻‘, 
M fJ> 
and is equivalent to the system of equations 
LrLi, — L^Lr — 0, r, u = 1 , . . . , n. (2.37) 
We see from the proof of Lemma(2.5.6) that (2.37) is a necessary condition 
for (2.36) to have n C°° solutions 
f = g 二 g W , c. = 1，• •., n, with det [dxg) + 0. 
For the sufficiency of (2.37), we use Newlander-Nirenberg Theorem [12]: 
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Theorem 2.5.9 (Newlander-Nirenherg)[12] Let ip = E ^pdz^dx be a C^ 
A," _ 
vector (0’ l)-form defined on a domain U ofC^, and put L^ = du — Z) ^dx. 
_ — A 
Suppose that Li,...，Ln, Li,..., L^ are linearly independent, and that they 
satisfy the condition (2.37): 
L^L^ — L^ yLr = 0， r, y = 1，..., n. 
Then the system of partial differential equations (2.36) 
Ljjf = 0, p — 1, • • •, n. 
has n linearly independent C°° solutions 
f = C = C W , a = l，...，n. 
in a sufficiently small neighborhood of any point of U. 
/ — \ 
We see from the proof of Lemma(2.5.8) that det S^  — Y1 p^V^ n / 0 im-
_ _ V ^ / 
plies Li,...，Ln, £i,...，Ln are linearly independent. Consequently when 
/ —\ 
det S^  — Y1 ^p^a ¥" 0, (2.37) gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
V � / 
for (2.36) to have n linearly independent C°° solutions 
f = C = C(z), a = l,...,n, 
in a neighborhood of any point of U. (2.37) is called the integrability condi-
tion for (2.36). Thus for ( ^ � on M, (2.35): 
d^{t) = lMt),if{t)] 
is the integrability condition for (2.30): 
( 5 - 柳 / = 0: 
Now, we summarize our results as the following theorem : 
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Theorem 2.5.10 Let (p = Y1 ^ d\ he a C^ vector (0，l)-form on a compact 
X 
_ ( — \ 
complex manifold M, where (p^ 二 Y1 (p^dz^. Suppose that det 6^ — 2 ^p^a 
_ ^ V ^ / 
+ 0 and d^ = ^[(f, (p]. Then ip determines a complex structure M^ on the 
compact differentiable manifold M. 
Proof : Let U = {Uj} be a sufficiently fine finite open covering of M. Then 
by Newlander-Nirenberg Theorem2.5.9, there are n linearly independent C°° 
functions 
g = g ( z ) , a = l , . . . , n , 
on each Uj such that 
'd-Y^^'dx)g = o. 
\ X / 
Moreover, by Theorem(2.5.3), we have coordinate transformations /j^ on M: 
c-{z) = / ; , ( a W ) on U] n Uk + 0’ a = 1，.. •，n, 
where /j^ are holomorphic in (^l[z),...，Q(z). • 
Observe that if cp is equal to (p(t) defined by (2.27), then we have M ^ ( �二 
Mt=dri{ f ) . With these preparations, we prove the theorem of existence by 
the following steps : 
STEP 1 : 
Construct a family {(p{t) : t e A } of C^ vector (0, l ) - forms cp{t) on M 
with 0 G A C C^ satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) ^(0) = 0， 
(ii) B^{t) = W^{tl^{t)l 
(iii) { ( W t = o , • . . ， ( ¾ ¾ " } form ^ basis for _，6). 
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Note that (i) and (ii) are the conditions of Theorem(2.5.10) provided that 
A is sufficiently small. 
STEP 2 : 
Prove that the family {M^(t)} thus obtained is a complex analytic family. 
STEP 1(a) : Construction of Power Series 
We first introduce some notation. For power series A{t) = A{ti,..., tm) 
and B{t) = B(ti,...，tm) in t i , . . . , tm, we put 
A{t), = A,{t) = Y1 A"r-�C . "C and A^{t) = Ao{t) + •. - + A,{t). 
i^ H h"m=i^  
Then 
00 
A{t) = Y. A^{t) and by A{t) = B{t) we mean A^{t) = B^{t). 
iy-0 
We take an arbitrary basis {/¾,...，/?^} for H! (M, 0 ) and put 
^0 = 0, (pi{t) = Y,[5xtx. 
\ 
Then it is clear that 
(^W = (^iW + (^2W + ^ W + . . -
satisfies the conditions (i) and (iii). Hence it remains to determine ^^⑷，.•. 
，(/V(t)，.. • such that (p{f) — cp(z, t) is C°° on M for every t G A and condition 
(ii) holds. 
Since (5x G C ^ { T ) , we have dipi{t) 二 0. Moreover, as (po(t) = 0 and 




Consequently, the condition (ii) is reduced to the system of infinitely many 
congruences : 
(J.)…….5<的-臺[<-1的，<-1(力)]， "=2，3，... 
Thus in order to obtain the required (p{t), it suffices to determines (Pi,{t) 
satisfying (Jp) by induction on u. For u = 2, we put 
Mt) = \[^'{t),^\t)] = i[^iW,^i(t)]. 
By (2.31) and (2.32), we have 
5^^2的=[5仍(力)，仍(0]二0. 
Therefore, we obtain 
¢2 二 E ^x^txt^ with P^x^  = i;^x e Cf (T) • 
A,/i 
As H^{M, 0 ) = 0, by Dolbeault's Theorem, we have 
H \ M , e ) 二 4' '(T)/a£°'i(T) = 0. 
Hence, there is a 仇- G £°'^(T) such that 
d(fx^, = ^Xfi. 
Thus, putting y:)2{t) = E ^xfitxtf,, we get 
入，" 
_ 1 
d(P2{t) = ^2{t) = -l(fi(t),(pi(t). 
Therefore, (J2) holds. Assume that 
cp^(t) 二 (fi(t) H h (Pi,(t) is already determined and (J^) holds. 
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Then we consider (J^+i): 
g f W + ~ w W " g | [ A f ) ， < W ] . 
By assumption, we have 
_ ) = | [ < - 1 W , < - 1 W ] - | [v^"W, fW] . 
Let 
功 朴 1 ( 力 ) = ( ^ _ 洲 ] ) . 
V^ /u+l 
Then in order to prove (Jp+i), it suffices to show that there exists (p^+i{t) 
such that 
d(Pu+i{t) = ^u+i{t). 
Note that 
^ + i W - ^ [ < W , < W ] . 
By (2.31) and (2.32), we have 
5 么 + 1 的 - [ 知 " 0 0 , 糊 . 
As d^^{t) = |[(p^(t), ip^{t)] and / �- 0 , we have 
g ^ + i W " # i [ A z ) , v p " W ] , w"(t)]. 
Since [[^^{t),ip^{t)l ip^{t)] = 0 by (2.33), we get 
di|j,+i{t) = 0. 
Since H^{M, 6 ) = 0, by the same argument as before, there exists ^j,^i{t)= 




Thus we have constructed a power series 
^{t) = Mt) + Mt)^Mt)^"-
satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Next, we must prove that the 
power series (p{t) thus obtained converges for t G A provided that A is 
sufficiently small. 
STEP 1(b) : Proof of Convergence 
We introduce a Hermitian metric 
n 
� Y1 gxudz^ 0 dz^ on M, 
A,/i - l 
and define the dual forms, inner products, norms, etc. of differential forms 
on M as usual. For the tangent bundle T, we define its Hermitian metric on 
fibres by 
E ^A.C'e for J2 c ' ^ ^ T. 
A，"=1 A==1 
Then the inner product of vector (0, Q')-forms ip = Y. (f^dx and xp — Y1 i)^d\ 
A A 
on M is given by(For details, see [10]) 
( 釣 約 = / E " A P < / A * @ , 
JM x,u 
where * • is the dual form of j^j^ . Let d be the adjoint operator of d with 
respect to this inner product. Then we have 
( 5 ^ , ^ ) = 、講、 , ^ e £°，g(T),冲 G >C0'"+1(T). 
Moreover, the complex Laplace-Beltram operator • is given by 
• 二 Bd + dd = —d * d * — * d * 8. 
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Definition 2.5.11 ip G C^'^{T) is called a harmonic vector (p, q) —form if 
d(p = d^ = 0. 
Note that p^ G £P'^(T) is harmonic if and only if Ui^  = 0. Put 
ff'^(T) - {^ e £^'^(T) : Q^ = 0}. 
Then, the following formulae are fundamental : 
C ’ �= EP'^(T) e nrO'^(T), (2.38) 
4 '^ (T) = EP'^(T) e aco，g-i(T), (2.39) 
H^{M, e ) ^ 4 ' V a c o ' g - i ( T ) ^ EP'^(T). (2.40) 
Definition 2.5.12 Let f{x) = f{x^,... ,x^^) be a complex-valued C^ func-
tion defined on a domain U of R^. Then for k > 0 and 0 < a < 1, the 
Holder norm \ f\k+a off is defined by 
丨/‘ = E E s u p 丨 咖 | + E s u p 丨 糊 - ’ ) 丨 ’ 
h=o D^ 工印 D^ ^,y^u X — y 
where D^ = (^)^'...(蟲)如",/u+. • .+/i2n = h and \x-y\^^E\x^-y^\^-
For a C ^ vector (O,9)-form ip e £°'^(T) on M, we define its Holder norm 
as follows : 
Let {Uj] be a finite open covering of M, where Uj is a coordinate polydisk. 
We choose local complex coordinates {zj} with Zj = {zj,...，zJ) such that 
the closure Uj of Uj is contained in the domain of zj and 
Uj = {zj : | z j | < l , . . . , | 2 ; j ^ | < l } . 
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In terms of local coordinates, (p e £^'^(T) is represented as 
1 d 
^ = E -^^]u,--.uS^j)d^j'' . - . d f p w on each Uj. 
X q. uzj 
Putting z^ j =工！“—1 + 均"，we get the real coordinates Xj — (x] , . . .,x^^). 
Then ^jjj^...jj^ -^jui-uqi^j) can be considered as C°° functions on Uj C R^ .^ 
Put 
y^ lk+a = max max |^ "-广.〜lS-a 
J A,i/l,-" ,Uq ^ 
and 
|^o = max max sup |略广.々 _；.) • 
J Kt^l,-,l^q XjEUj q 
As Mfc+a depends on the choice of {Uj} and {zj], we fix {Uj} and {zj} once 
for all below. Now, we state a fundamental inequality without proof : 
Theorem 2.5.13 [2]For k > 2, the inequality 
^\k+a < C(p(^|fc-2+a + |^ |o) (2.4l) 
holds for (/? G C^'^{T), where c is a constant depending only on k and a. 
Lemma 2.5.14 If H^{M, 6) = 0，then the linear map 
• : £0，2(T) — >C^'2(T) is bijective. 
Proof : The result follows directly froms (2.38) and (2.40). • 
We denote the inverse of • by G : G 二 D"^ G is called the Green operator. 
Lemma 2.5.15 For any ^ G C^^^{T), we have 
^ - d^G^p. (2.42) 
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Proof : Applying d to the equality 
功 = U G i ) = ddGi； + ddG^|), 
we get 
0 = B^p 二 dWGip. 
Therefore, we have 
l^ dGxPW^ = {WGi; , ddGi[;) - {B^dG^, dGi)) = 0. 
This implies that ddGi； = 0 and thus i|; = Bi^ Gi；. • 
Lemma 2.5.16 For k > 2，the inequality 
G^\k+a < Cl|^|fc-2+a (2.43) 
holds for any ip G C^'^{T), where Ci is a constant independent of^. 
Proof : By Theorem2.5.13, we have 
|CV^ U+a < c(|V^|,_2+a + \G^\o) for any ^|j e C'^^{T). (2.44) 
Thus in order to prove (2.43), it suffices to show that 
\G \^o < C2Wk-2+a for any ^ G £° ' ' (T) , (2.45) 
where C2 is a constant independent of ip. 
Suppose that (2.45) is not true for any C2. Then for any positive integer n, 
there exists 喻⑷ G ^^'^(T) such that 
|C?V^(—|o�n|V^(^fc_2+a. (2.46) 
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Clearly, we may assume that |6^(叫0 = 1, then (2.46) becomes 
|GW"|o = 1 and |V^ (n)|fc-2+a < - . (2.47) 
n 
Putting (p(n) = G^MA by (2.44), we have 
k^"^k+a < 2C. 
Representing ( ^ � on each Uj in the form 
—— = E j 5 > 3 ) > , ^ ? A & 7 ^ 
A 2 /3,7 ^ ¾ 
we obtain 
, ) A Uj 
y^jPj k+a ^ ZC. 
We first fix j, A, f3,7 arbitrarily, and put 
fn = fn{Xj) = ^f^^{Xj). 
Since |/n|�ia < 2c, by Definition2.5.12, we obtain the following facts on Uj : 
(i) {D^fn{xj)l<2c and 
(ii) the sequence of functions {D^fn{xj)} is equicontinuous for each h < k. 
Consequently, by Ascoli's Theorem, we may assume that {D^fn{xj)} con-
verges uniformly on Uj for each h < k. Put 
f(^j)=}^fn{^j)-
Then f { x j ) is a C^ function on Uj, and {D^fn{xj) ] converges uniformly to 
D^f{xj) for each h < k. Since the indices j, A, |3,7 are arbitrarily fixed, we 
may assume that there is a C^ vector (0, 2)-form 9 such that the sequence 
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{D^(f^Jp^{xj)} converges uniformly to D^(pjp^{xj) on Uj for each h < k. 
Therefore, ( ^ � converges uniformly to ip and d(^ (W converges uniformly to 
•(/9 since k > 2. Since 
( ^ �= G ^ | ^ n �a n d 口 ^： ^⑷=口 ^功⑷=仏⑷， 
we have 
GV(W - |^o ^ 0 as n ~ > 0 0 (2.48) 
and 
功⑷—D(^|o — 0 as n ~> oo. (2.49) 
On the other hand, by (2.47), we have 
|<0(M |o < | (^n) | f c _ 2+a ^ 0 as n — 0 0 . 
Consequently, we have Dc^  = 0 and hence 
{(P, ¢) = ((^, OGi；) = (D(^, Gi；) = 0 for any ^ e £°'^(T). 
This implies that (p = 0. Therefore, by (2.48), we get 
G^(n)|o4 0 as n — 00, 
which contradicts the fact that |6^ 妙(叫0 = 1 for all n. • 
Definition 2.5.17 Let 
P(t) = P(h,...,tm)= J2 P — C . . . C 
1^1 ”","m 
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be a power series in ti, • • • , tm- A power series 
« W = E ^^i-uJ? • . . C " with a � . . �> 0 
^l,...,"m 
is said to be a majorant of P{t) if 
P"l.""m — a"l"."m, "1, • • • , "m = 0, 1，2, . . • 
and is denoted by P{t) « a{t). 
Definition 2.5.18 For a power series 
m = E ^ " J ? " . C with ^ i . . . � e £ 0 ’ " ( T ) , 
^l,---,^m 
we define |妙|於+^ (力）by 
^lk+a{t) = Y1 l^^^-uJk+Ji' • - - C . 
t^l,---,l^m 
and write |^|fc+a(f) << a{t) if 
V V r "m|fc+a < o^i.""m w i t h a w . i y ^ > 0 , "1， . . •, Vm = 0 , 1 , 2， . . . 
With these preparations, we prove the convergence of ip{t) as follows : 
Observe that in order to prove the convergence of the power series (p(f )= 
Y1 ^i,{t) on some polydisk A^ = {t E C^ : \ti\ < e,..., |^^| < £, e > 0} 
V 
with respect to the Holder norm, it suffices to show that there is a power 
series a{t) which converges absolutely in A^ such that 
^lk+a{t) « a{t). 
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As stated in STEP 1(a), we have 
i^u+i{t) = (l[^^{t),^^{t)]) and B^^+i{t) = 0. 
V^ /u+l 
Therefore, if we put 
(^^iW = WG^+i(t), 
it follows from Lemma 2.5.15 that cp,y+i{t) is a solution of the equation 
d(Pu+i{t) = ^"+1(0. 
Consequently, if we put 
^\t) = ^,{t) = Y.Pxtx 
X 
and define ^VK(t) successively for v = 1，2, 3 , . . . by 
(^^iW = WG^v+iW, (2.50) 
then we obtain the power series ^{t) — Y. ^ u{t) satisfying the conditions (i), 
V 
(ii) and (iii). 
Lemma 2.5.19 Let A{t) = ^ E。"(二严)"wi th b,c> 0. Then，we have 
U=1 
the following inequality : 
A{tf « -A{t) (2.51) c 
Proof : For simplicity, we consider the power series 
oo ^u 
^(^) = E ^ i n s . 
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Then 
^ ( sA\ / � \ oo 1 
^(^)^- E ^ feM = E^^ E i -
V A A / \ A^  ^ / " = 2 A+/x=i/ A ^ 
Note that 
y^  J _ < 2 V — ^ 4 ^ 8 ^ 1 ^ 8 7T^  ^ 
, + ¾ . ^ - ir=pW< , — 1 应 — 碎 斤 — 口 " ^ < 7 . 
A<// 
Therefore we have 
B ( s ) 2 « 1 6 5 ( 5 ) . 
Since A(t) = r^B{c{ti H h tm))，we have 
^W' « -A{t). c 
• 
Theorem 2.5.20 There exists positive numbers b and c such that 
(^|fc+aW << Mt) for k > 2 and 0 < a < 1. 
Proof : It suffices to show by induction that there exists positive numbers 
b and c such that 
(K^) \ip^\k+a{t) « A{t) holds for all u. 
For u = 1, we have 
(^ 1(力）=々 1力1 + 〜 + /^ „力爪. 
Therefore, if we choose b such that 
0xlk+a < ^ for A = l , . . . , m , 
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then (Ki ) holds. Now suppose that (K^) holds and consider (K^^+i). By the 
definition of Holder norm, we have the following inequalities : 
l ^ k + a < i^l|^k+l+a, ^ e >C'''(T), (2.52) 
b,^|fc-l+a < K2Mk+aWk+a, ^, ^  e £~1(T), (2.53) 
where Ki, K2 are constants independent of (p and i|;. By (2.52) and (2.43), 
we have 
Wfl|fc+a(t) = \l^Gi;^+i\k+a{t)�Ki\Gi;t,+i\k+l+a{t)�i^lCi|^/V+l|fc-l+a(0. 
Since 
“(,)二（^(力),糊）， \^ / i/+i 
by (2.53), we have 
^u+llk+a{t) « Ki Ci K21 ^ ^ I k+a {t) I (P^ I k^a {t) • 
By the induction hypothesis and (2.51), we get 
|%+lk+aW < < i^li^2Cl4t)2 « ^ 2 C l 6 
C 
Hence by putting c — K1K2C1b, we obtain 
(p^+llk+a{t) « A{t). 





As the radius of convergence of the power series J] ^ is equal to 1, A{t) 
U=1 
converges absolutely for t G b^e if 0 < e < ^ . Therefore by Theorem2.5.20, 
(^(t) converges with respect to the H51der norm | |^ +^  for t G A^. Conse-
quently, (p{t) is a CJk vector (0, l ) - f o r m on M x A^. Since c = K1K2C1b 
depends on k, it does not follow immediately that there is an e > 0 such that 
e < 志 for all k. Hence we must prove C°° differentiability of ^{t) in another 
way. We refer the proof to [2 . 
STEP2 : Proof of the Fact that{M<^(t) : t e A J is a Complex Ana-
. lytic Family. 
We consider (p = ip{t) — Y^ ^p{z, t)dz^dx as a C°° vector (0, l ) - f o rm on 
A，" 
M X Ae ： 
^ =冲)二 t ( t 办？ + E ^U,dt)i 嘉 + E 产 1 (2.54) 
A=1 \u=l /x=l / OZ / i=l OT^J^ 
with ^n+^ 二 (/？奸“=0 for jjL = 1，..., m. 
Applying d on (2.54), we get 
a_U>)+gf+"4 
Since (p^ — ^ p{z, t) are holomorphic in ti,..., tm, we have 
S(p 二 5(^(t), 
where dip{t) denotes the exterior differential of (p{t) as a vector (0，l)-form 
on M with t fixed. Similarly, we obtain 
: M ] = [ 洲 ， 洲 ： . 
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Therefore, as a C°° vector (0, l ) - f o r m on the complex manifold M x A^, (p 
satisfies the integrability condition 
S^ 二 臺[釣<^ :-
Since ip{z, 0) = 0, by Theorem2.5.10, cp defines a complex structure M on 
the differentiable manifold M x A^ provided that A^ is sufficiently small. 
Now, we want to show that there exists a holomorphic map cb from M onto 
Ag such that cj"Ht) 二 M<^(�and the rank of the Jocobian of cj is equal to m 
at every point of M . Let 
嘉 - £ 咖 始 for 1 < i/ < n. L^ = A=1 
o 
or for n + 1 < p < n + m. 
^ O^u — n 
Then the partial differential equation 
( 3 - W / = o 
is reduced to the system of partial differential equations : 
Luf — 0, " = l , . . . , n + m. (2.55) 
Since < z , 0) = 0, L i , . . . , Ln+m, ^i, • •.，ln+m are linearly independent on 
M X Ae, where A^ is chosen to be sufficiently small. Let {Uj} be a suffi-
ciently fine locally finite open covering of M. Then, by Newlander-Nirenberg 
Theorem2.5.9 and Theorem2.5.3, there exists local complex coordinates : 
{Cj{z,t)r--Xr^{z,t)) 
of M. on each Uj x Ag. Clearly, we may assume that 
( g + i ( z , z ) , . . . , g + - ( z , t ) ) = ( z i , . . . , t j . 
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Therefore, the map Co : M ^ A^ given by 
�(C_^(z,《)，...，g(z，0，《i,...,�m) - (hr.,tJ 
is holomorphic and the rank of the Jocobian of u is equal to m at every point 
of M. Moreover, it is clear that u '^{t) = M^{t)- Thus, {M^(� : t e A J 
forms a complex analytic family {M, A � u ) . Therefore, the proof of Theorem 
of Existence 2.5.1 is completed. 
Finally, we state a deep theorem to end this chapter. 
Theorem 2.5.21 f^ General Theorem of Existencej/P/ For any compact 
complex manifold M, there exists a complete complex analytic family {M^, t G 
B} with 0 G B C C^ and Mo 二 M. 




Comparison between the 
Number of Moduli m(M) and 
d i m i / l ( A f , e ) 
3.1 Number of Moduli of Compact Complex 
Manifold 
Let {M, B,uj) be a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds, 
where B is a domain of C^ containing 0. 
Definition 3.1.1 (A^, B, u) is said to be an effectively parametrized complex 
analytic family if the C-linear map : 
Pt ： Tt{B)^H\Muet) 
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is injective. In this case, we say that the parameter t = ( t i , . . . , tm) G B C 
C^ is effective. 
Definition 3.1.2 {A4, B, uj) is said to be complete at 0 G B iffor any com-
plex analytic family {Af, D, 7r) such that D is a domain of Cf containing 0 
and 7r—i(0) = cj~ (^0)； there exists a domain E with 0 G E C D, and a 
holomorphic map h : s ~^ t = h{s) with /i(0) = 0 such that (A/^；, E,7r) is 
the complex analytic family induced from (M, B^ cu) by h. Loosely speaking, 
if (M, B,Co) is complete at 0 G B, then {M, B,uj) contains all sufficiently 
small deformations of Mo 二 cD](0). 
Definition 3.1.3 (<M, B, u) is said to be a complete complex analytic family 
if {A4, B, Lj) is complete at every point t G B. 
Definition 3.1.4 Let M be a compact complex manifold. If there exists an 
effectively parametrized and complete complex analytic family (M, B, cj) with 
(2;-i(0) = M, then we define the number of moduli m{M) ofM by 
m{M) = dimB — m. 
Otherwise, we do not define the number of moduli ofM. 
Claim: m{M) is independent of the choice of complex analytic family used 
for the definition. 
Proof : Let ( A ^ , 5 , c ^ ) = { ^ = & ―工�： t e B} and {Af, D, n) = { i V , = 
7r_i(s) : s G D} be effectively parametrized and complete complex analytic 
families with c2;"^(0) = 7r"^(0) = M. As (M, B,Co) is complete, there exists 
a domain E of D and a holomorphic map h : s ~> t = h(s) from E to B such 
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that [ME, E, 7T) is the complex analytic family induced from {M, B, cb) by h. 
Then, by Theorem 1.5.2, we have 
dN, — ^M,(,) _ ^ dtx dMt _. , , ” � 
^ ^ ^ ^ 7 ^ ¾ ^ ^ ' —,.••,�• (3'i) 
where {ti,...，tm) = h{s). Since (A/", D, 7r) is effectively parametrized, 
jdNs dNs\ 
1 dsi , . . . , dsi J 
is linearly independent. Then by (3.1), we obtain m > 1. Similarly, we have 
1 > m. • 
Observe that the effectively parametrized and complete complex analytic 
family {M, B,u) with ci)"^(0) = M is uniquely determined by M provided 
that the domain B of C " containing 0 is sufficiently small. 
Theorem 3.1.5 (Theorem of Completeness)[6] 
IfpQ : To{B) ~> H^{Mo, 6o) is surjective, then (M, B,Co) is complete at 
0 e B. 
The proof of the above theorem will be given in the next chapter. 
Theorem 3.1.6 Suppose that H^{M, 6 ) = 0 and m{M) is defined. Then 
m{M) - dimH\M, 9). 
Proof : As H^{M, B) = 0, by Theorem2.5.1 (Theorem of Existence), there 
exists a complex analytic family ( M , B,u;)={Mt = u>"^(t) : t e B } with 
0 G B C C^ satisfying the following conditions : 
' ( i ) � - 1 ( 0 ) 二 风 
(*) 
(ii) po : I ~> { ^ ) t = o is an isomorphism of To{B) onto H\M, 6 ) . 
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By the condition (ii), we see from the proof ofthe Claim that dimH\M, 6 ) < 
m(M). On the other hand, it is clear that m{M) < dimH^{M, 6 ) . • 
In the following, the complex analytic family {M, B, uj) is assumed to be 
satisfying the condition (*)• 
Theorem 3.1.7 Assume that H^{M, 9) = 0. Then m{M) is defined if and 
only ifdimH^{Mt, ^t) is independent oft G B provided that the domain B of 
C^ containing 0 is sufficiently small. Moreover, if this condition is satisfied, 
then {A4, B^ u) is an effectively parametrized and complete complex analytic 
family. 
Proof : Suppose that m{M) is defined, then there exists an effectively 
parametrized and complete complex analytic family (A/", D, 7r) with 7r"^(0)= 
M such that {M, B, Co) is the complex analytic family induced from a holo-
morphic map h : B ~> D with /i(0) = 0. Moreover, by Theorem3.1.6, we 
have 
m = dimB = dimH\M, B) = m{M) = dimD 二 1. 
Since D is an effective parameter space, we have 
dimH^{Ns,es) > 1 二 m. 
As [M, B, uj) is induced from {Af, D, 7r), it follows that 
dimH\Mt,et) > m. 
Therefore, by Theoreml.3.6(the upper-semicontinuity theorem), we conclude 
that dimH^{Mu Ot) = rn. 
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Conversely, suppose that dimH^{Mt, St) = dimH^{M, 6 ) = m for t G B. 
As po : To{B) ~^ H^{M, 6 ) is an isomorphism, 
r fdMt\ fdMA 1 
l\ & Jt=Q, ’ V^^m/i^oi 
are linearly independent. Then it follows that 
(dMt dMA 
1 dti , , dtm J 
are linearly independent for t G B as B is chosen to be sufficiently small.[5 
Therefore, the linear map 
Pt:Tt{B)^H'{Mt,et) 
is an isomorphism for all t G B. By Theorem3.1.5(Theorem of Complete-
ness), {M, B, Co) is an effectively parametrized and complete complex analytic 
family. Thus, m{M) is defined. • 
Now, we state a useful theorem and refer the proof to [5 . 
Theorem 3.1.8 IfH^{M, 9) = H^{M, 0) = 0，then m{M) is defined and 
is equal to dimH^{M^ 0). 
3.2 Examples 
(i)Projective Space P^ 
By results of Bott[l], it is well known that 




Let M = C" /G be a complex torus, where G — { J] rrijWj : rnj e Z } and 
j=i 
{wi , . . •，W2n} C C^ are linearly independent over R. 
Claim : dimH\M, e)=dimHP'i {T{M)) 二 n\ 
Proof : Let (z^,..., z^) be the coordinate of C ,^ then it is clear that 
{嘉，...,嘉} is a basis for T(M) and {dz^,..., dz^} is a basis for f*{M). 
Hence for any ip G C^^^T{M)) = T ( M , A { f * { M ) 0 T(M)), it can be repre-
sented as 
v^= E 伪 、 嘉 . 
a , " = l UZ 
n — 
We define a Hermitian metric on M by Y1 9 a ^ d z ^ 0 dz^, where g^^ — 5岭 
a,0=l 
Then the Laplace Beltrami operator • for this metric is given by [10]: 
^ “ d^ 
• 二 — > — 
台 dz^dz'^ • 
Further, if we define a Hermitian metric on T{M) by f： C^C", (C\ • • •，C) 
a = l _ 
are the fibre coordinates of T(M), then the ajoint operator di of d and the 
complex Laplacian •/ with respect to this metric is given by[10]: 
n 2^ 
dj = d and •/ = • = - V - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 1 dz^dz<^ 
respectively. Therefore, Oj(p = 0 means that 
n n2 
• ( ^ e 二 - V __^-__(pe = 0 � tidz<^dz_a^ 
for all ip .^ As 
(•《，⑷ = ( ( a W + _ < , 0 = ||�?||2 + ||§旧|2， 
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we have 
a < - 0. 
Since M is compact, (p^ = c^ is a constant. Therefore, we get 
KP'i(T(M)) - {ipeC^^^{T{M)) : Bip = 0} 
=^t^^cyz--0^^:c$ecy 
This implies that dimEP (T(M)) 二 n\ Then by (2.40), we get dimH\M, 0 ) 
=dimHP'i(T(M)) =n^. 口 
Using the suitable coordinates of C^, we may assume that the period 
matrix of M is of the form : 
( f i . . . ti \ 1^ ^n 
/1 . . • 严 n^ ^n 
1 … 0 
V 0 … 1 J 
Put t = (t^) — and write Mt for M. Let Wj = (wj(t),..., w^(t)) be 
\ , Ot,|3—l，".，7l \ , 
the jth row of the period matrix. Then we have 
w^{t) = I 力 《 ， ” l " . . , n . 
^j-n^ j = n + l , . . . , 2 n . 
2n 




are linearly independent over R if and only if det ( lmtf) ^_^ + 0. Let 
B = {t : det(Imt^) > 0}. 
Then {Mt : t G B} forms a complex analytic family . In fact, let 
‘(2n \ ’ 
Q = Y, rrijWj{t),t G C^ x B : rrij G Z, t G B > . 
W / J 
Then M = C^ x B|Q is a complex manifold and the projection {z, t) — t of 
C" X B onto B induces a holomorphic map u of M onto B with c j "^( f )= 
C" X t/Gt = Mt. Hence {M,B,u)={Mt : t e B} is a complex analytic 
family. 
Let n be the canonical holomorphic map of C^ x B onto M. We choose a 
locally finite open covering ( ½ } of M such that 11"^(½) consists of infinitely 
many mutually disjoint domains Uk^, Uk^, •.. of C" x B. Since 11 maps each 
Ukm biholomorphically onto % , we may use the coordinates of one of them 
as the coordinates of Uk. Let (Zk,t) 二（2：义，...,z^ , t) be the coordinates on 
Uk obtained in this way. Then on each Uj fi Uk / 0, we have 
2n 
Zi = 办 + E ^k^j⑷，^k ^ I (3.2) 
j=i 
That is 
f^k, t) = z^ = 4 + C + E <kt (3.3) 
a=l 
Let 
. ( , ) - f M M A - ^ . A (34) 
“洲 -》d t i a [ � : r ( ) 
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Then 等=0{t) G H^{Mt,et) is the cohomology class of the 1-cocycle 
^*a 
{^ik{t)}. Let ^t = A{T{Mt)), then we have the following exact sequence of 
sheaves : 
0 ^ St ^ ^t 4 B^t "> 0. 
Since ^t is a fine sheaf, we have the exact sequence of cohomology groups : 
0 — H'{Mt, S t ) �H \ M u % ) 4 H'{Mt, 8 % ) 4 H'{Mt, 0 , ) ^ 0. 
Hence, we get 
fjuj^ ^.^H%M,,B%) 
H(Mt,Ot) = _(Mt,%y 
Then by (2.39), we have 
Hi(Mt,et) - 二 " ^二丨一 1 (巧风 ) ) . (3.5) 
Now, we want to show that 
W £ ) : � = i ， . . — 
are linearly independent, and then to conclude that m(Mt)-dimH^(Mt, Ot)=n^. 
By (3.3), we get 
t <kiA - 7a)=(还-4) - (4 — zf) . (3.6) 
a=l 
/ \ 
Let (u^) be the inverse matrix of t^ — t^ ，then we have 乂 a>^a’/?=l”..,n V 乂以,/5=1”..，71 
< k = E ( ^ - 动 � -E ( ? - � < • (3.7) 
7=1 7=1 
Putting 
% = | j ( 3 - 0《嘉， 
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we get 
Oik{t) = ^k - ^i- (3.8) 
Since Oik{zk, t) is holomorphic in Zk, we obtain 
d^k{t) = d^,{t). 
Hence by the definition of S*, we have 
S*ip{t) = 6{t), where (f{t) = d^k{t) on % D Mt. 
As 
dzl = {d + a)i^ 二 dFy and Bzl = 0， 
we obtain 
_ = 5 ¾ = J2 ^ 7 ^ � £^ e tf，i (T(Mt)). (3.9) 
Thus via the isomorphism (3.5), 
/ 8 \ ^ Q 
pt ~ j 二 没(力) corresponds to ^ u^dF^ (g) ~ ^ . 
\dta J 7=1 加 
/ \ ( f) \ Since (t^3) is nonsingular, pt ^ , ce,/? = 1, •. . ,n, are linearly in-
\ r/a,7=l^.,n \ota / 
dependent. As dimH^{Mt,Bt)=n^, Pt : Tt{B) ~> H^{Mt,Gt) is an isomor-
phism, by Theorem of Completeness 3.1.5, m{Mt) is defined and m(Mt)=dimifi(M^, 0^ )= 
n\ 
(iii)An Example of Hirzebruch 
Let C = ^ be the inhomogeneous coordinates on P^ Putting ( = oo for 
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Co = 0, we consider pi = C U {oo} . Let 
M = pi X Pi = {(z,C) ： ^ ,C^ Pi} , 
S = 0 X pi c M, 
W = Ue X Pl, 
S = 0xpi , 
W 二 Ue xpl, 
where Ue = {z : |2:| < e}. Fix an integer m > 0 and define 少 : W - S ~^ W—S 




Clearly,少 is biholomorphic on W — S. Let 
M^ = (M — S) U ^ y, 
A A 
where (z, Q — {z, C) if C 二 z^(, 0 < |2:| < e. Then we have the following 
facts [Hirzebruch]: 
A A 
(i). Mm and Mn are not biholomorphic if m / n. 
(ii). M2m is homeomorphic to M. 
A A 
(iii). M2m+1 is homeomorphic to Mi. 
(iv). Ml is not homeomorphic to M. 
Proof of ( iv) : It suffices to prove that the homology intersection properties 
of M and Mi are distinct. Since F^  is homeomorphic to S^, M = S^ x S^. 
Therefore, a basis for H2{M,Z) is given by { 5 , T } , where S = {0 } x S\ 
T = S^ X {0} . Hence, any 2-cycle C is homologous (〜）to aS + bT, a, b e Z. 
We denote the intersection multiplicity of two cycles S and T by 7(5, T). 
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Since S �5^ 二 {1} x S\ and S does not intersect with 5i, we have 
/ ( 5 , 5 ) - / ( 5 , 5 i ) = 0. 
Similarly we have / (T, T) = 0. Since S and T intersect transversally at the 
unique point {0} x {0} , 
I{S,T) = I{T,S) = l. 
Hence, we get 
/(C, C) = I{aS + bT, aS + bT) 
=a^I{S, S) + b^I{T, T) + 2ahI{S, T) 
= 0 (mod 2). 
On Ml = {M - S) U W, {z, C) e M - S with 0 < |z| < £ is identified with 
{z, C) = (z, zQ e W. Consequently, for any t e C, 
Ct = {{z,t)eM-S)]J{{z,zt)eW} 
is a complex submanifold of Mi. Since Ct depends continuously on t, Ct �Co. 
On the other hand, Ct and Co intersect transversally at the unique point 
(0,0) G W. Therefore, 
I{Co^Co) = I{CuCo) = l. 
Since for any 2—cycle C on M, I{C, C)三 0 (mod 2), we conclude that Mi and 
M are topologically different. • 
Proof of (ii) and (iii) : Let Ui = C and U2 = P^  - {0}, then pi 二 C U 
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{oo}=C/iUf72. Let Zi and Z2 be the non-homogeneous coordinates on Ui and 
U2 respectively. Then on Ui U U), we have 
Z1Z2 = 1. 
Since M — S — U2 x pi, taking e 二 oo, we have 
Mm = (U2 X p i ) U (f/i X Pi)， 
where (zi,Ci) G Ui x pi and (z2,C2) ^ U2 x pi are the same point on Mm if 
^1¾ = 1 and Ci = z^C2- (3.10) 
Note that Ci = +, C2 = 7 and 丄 = z . 
^^  C ‘ ^ < 22 
Now, for any fixed positive integer k < y , we define Mt as 
M t = ( f / i X P i ) U ( ½ X P ' ) , 
where {zi, Ci) G Ui x pi and (¾, C2) ^ U2 x pi are the same point of Mt if 
^1¾ = 1 and Ci 二 z^C2 + tz^- (3.11) 
Then, it is clear that {Mt : t e C} forms a complex analytic family with 
Mo = Mm-
Claim : For t / 0, Mt = Mm-2k-
Proof : Let 
(^i'Ci) = ( ^ i , � ( ( �0 , 
(¾,¾) = (^2, t^r%+t^) • 
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Then since 
( ^ k —t \ ( 1 0 � 
det 1 = f / 0 and det = t^  + 0, 
\ t 0 y ( tz?-k t^ ) 
(2:i,Ci) define a new coordinates on JJ{ x pi, i = 1,2. By (3.11), we have 




_ 2^ C2 
_ tz^C2+t^Z2 
_ m-2k C 2 
— 2 tzr%+t2 
—^m-2k^f 
—^2 S2• 
Therefore, we have 
Mt = I^m-2k, (3.12) 
that is, Mt does not change its complex structure for all t / 0. • 
From this Claim, we obtain the following results : 
(a). M2m is a deformation of Mo = F^  x pi = M. 
A A 
(b). M2m+1 is a deformation of Mi. 
Hence by Theorem 1.1.3, 
M2m is diffeomorphic to(^) M and M2m+1 - Mi- • 
Proof of (i) : We prove (i) by computing the number of linearly independent 
A 
holomorphic vector fields on Mm, m > 0. 
Lemma 3.2.1 Any holomorphic vector field on C x pi is of the form : 
V = Hz)l + {a{z)e + b{z)C + c{z))条, (3.13) 
where ( is a non-homogeneous coordinate on P^ and / , a, b, c are holomorphic 
functions in z G C. 
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Proof : Let r/ = ^ be the local coordinate on pi at ( = oo. Restrict the 
vector field to C x (pi — {oo}) = C?： 
r = / ( d | + " ( z , o | , 
where f and g are holomorphic on C .^ At oo, we have 
” = Wz，^l + WA�)g， 
where h, k are holomorphic. Since ( = ^, we have 
A 二 _ c ^ A 
dr] ~ � d C 
Hence at oo, we get 
”=从、”、§^-伐、”、备. 
Since f(z,() — h(z,r]), f{z, () is holomorphic on C x pi. Thus f[z,Q is 
constant as a function of C : 
f{z.O = f{z). 
Finally, g(z,() — -(^k(z, 77) implies that g(z, () has a pole of order < 2 at 
00. Therefore we have 
g(z,O^a(zK' + b(z)C + c(z). 
• 
Consequently, a holomorphic vector field on Mo = P^  x pi is given by 
Q Q 
{aizl + hizi + c i ) - + (aiCi + ACi + 7 i ) ^ , 
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where ai, bi Ci, ai , /¾, 71 G C are constants. This implies that there are 6 
linearly independent holomorphic vector fields on Mo-
Next we consider holomorphic vector fields on M^ — {Ui x P^) U {U2 x 
pi) , m > 1. From Lemma 3.2.1, a holomorphic vector field on Ui x P^ has 
the form : 
Q Q 
V i W ^ _ + (仅<(之0(? + 汰(之<)0 + 7i(zO) ^ ' ‘ = 1，2, (3.14) 
where Vi{zi), ai{zi), ^i{zi), ^i{zi) are entire functions of Zi. Clearly, we have 
M^i)i; + (^^i(^i)Cf + 0i{zi)Ci + 7i(^i)) 4 (3 15) 
= v 2 ( z 2 ) i ^ + (a2(z2K^+M^2K2+72(z2)) 4 . • 
on {Ui X Pi) n ( ½ X pi). Since zi = 念 and Ci = z^C2 by (3.10), we have 
^ & = " ^ i ^ + ^ ^ i C i ^ , 
d _ 1 d 
dC2 — ^ r ^ ' 
Substituting these into (3.15), and comparing the coefficients, we get 
^l(^l) = -4^2 ( ^ ) , 
^ «1(^1) 二 ^T^2 ( i^) , 
A(^i) = m z i ” 2 ( £ ) + A ( £ ^ 
.7 l (^ l ) = ^ 7 2 ( j7 ) . 
From the above equalities, we have 
f 
外(之1) = a2:J + hzx + c, 
m 
O^l{zi) = E Cfc^ f, 
< k=0 
0i{zi) = —mazi + d, 
7 i ( ^ i ) 二 0-
w 
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This implies that there are (m + 5) linearly independent vector fields on 
Mm, rn > 1. Since Mi 华 M = Mo by (iv), we conclude that if m + n, then 
A A 
Mm and Mn are not biholomorphic. • 
Note that the dimH^{Mm, 0 ) is the number of linearly independent holo-
morphic vector fields on M^, and is given by 
f 
^, ^ 6 for m = 0, 
dirnH^Mm,e) = (3.16) 
m + 5 for m > 1. 
w 
Therefore, Theorem 3.1.8 can not apply to Mm-
/S 
Next, we compute dimH^{Mm, 6) . 
Put V i^ = Ui X pi and W2 二 ^ x pi. Then 
W = {VFi, W2} 
is an open covering of M^, and both Wi and W2 are biholomorphic to CxPi . 
Since i / i ( C x P i , e ) = 0, 
i^^i(VKi,e) = i7i(vF2,e) = o. 
Therefore by Theorem 2.2.1, we have 
H�Mm, e) = H\w, e) = zi(w, e)/sc%w, e). 
We represent a 1—cocycle {^12,021} G Z^(>V, 6 ) by the holomorphic vector 
field 6>12 = -6>21 on Wi n VF?. Then, this 1-cocycle belongs to 6C^{yV, 0 ) if 
and only if there exists holomorphic vector fields Oi and 62 respectively on 
Wi and W2 such that 
2^ - 1^ - 6>12. (3.17) 
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By Lemma 3.2.1, ^ , i = 1,2, are written in the form : 
Q Q 
^ = 巧 ( 而 ) & + (叫 ( 4 ( ? + Pi�Z“Ci + 7 i (^z ) )瓦, 
Similarly, by Lemma 3.2.1, we write 612 as follows in terms of the coordinates 
(^i,Ci): 
Q Q 
1^2 = Vi2(^l)^ + (ai2(^l)C? + A2(^l)Cl + 712(^1)) ^ . 
In terms of the coordinates (2:1,(1), (3.17) is reduced to the following system 
of equations : 
-^f^2 (去)—Vi(zi) = V12(Z1), 
^ r^<^2 (会)—ttl(^l) = «12(2:1), 
m z i M ( £ ) + � 2 ( £ ) — A ( Z i ) = A2(^1), 
� If72 ( ^ ) - 7 i ( ^ i ) = 712(2:1). 
For m = 0，1, these equations always have a solution. 
00 
For m > 2, let 712(2^ 1) = E CnZ^  be the Laurent expansion of 712(:1). 
n = - o o 
Then the above equations have a solution if and only if 
C—1 = C_2 = • • • C^ m+1 = 0. 
Hence we have 
f 
1,八 \ 0， m 二 0’ 1. 
dimH\Mm,e)-
m — 1，m = 2, 3 , . . •. 
k 
Finally, we compute d\m.H^{Mm, B). 
Since dirnH^{Mm. 6)=dimiJO(M^, ^ \ K ) ) , where Q}{K) is the sheafofgerms 
A 
of holomorphic 1-forms over Mm with coefficients in the canonical bundle 
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K = T*{Mm)AT*{Mm), it suffices to compute dirnH^{Mm,^H^))- Note 
that for any i|j G H^{Mm, ^^{K)), it can be represented in the form : 
补={g{zi, Ci)dzi + h{ziXi)dCi) 0 {dzi 八 ¢^) 
on Ui X C C Ui X pi, where g{ziXi) and h{ziXi) are holomorphic functions 
of Zi and Ci / oo. We observe that ^ is required to be holomorphic in 
a neighbourhood of Ui x {oo} . Changing the coordinate Ci to the local 
coordinate w — ^ at oo, we get 
/ ( / 1 � , , , 1�dw\ ( , dw \ 
W = g[zi, -)dzi - h[zi, —)— 0 dzi 八 1 . 
\ w w W^J \ w^ J 
Therefore, :^g{zi, ^) and :^h{zi, ^) must be holomorphic in w. This implies 
that 
9(z1X1) = h{zi,Ci) = 0, 
namely,吻=0. Therefore, we conclude that dimH^{Mm, B) = 0. 
We summarize the previous results as follows : 
f 
n, - � 6， m 二 0. 
dimH\Mm.e) = (3.18) 
m + 5, m = 1，2,.. •. 
w 
/ 
1 , 八 、 0 , m — 0 , 1 . 
d i m ^ i ( M _ e ) = <^  (3.19) 
m — 1, m — 2, 3，. •.. 
‘ 
dimH^{Mm,0)= 0, m = 0， l , . . . . (3.20) 
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With these preparations, we consider the complex analytic family {Mt : t G 
C} with Mo = Mm, m > 2, defined by (3.11) for k =integral part of f . For 
t + 0，we have by (3.12) 
r 
Mo if m is even. 
Mt^{八 
Ml if m is odd. 
^ 
Hence by (3.19), we have 
f 
1. � rn — 1, t = 0. 
dimH'{Mt,et)^{ 
0, t ^ 0. 
V 
A 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1.7, the number of moduli m(M^), m > 2, is not 
defined even if lP(Mm, B) = 0. 
Remark : 




Theorem of Completeness 
4.1 Theorem of Completeness 
Let {A4, B, cj)-{Mt — a>~^  : t G B} be a complex analytic family of compact 
complex manifolds, where B is a domain of C^ containing 0. 
Theorem 4.1.1 (Theorem of Completeness)/6^ 
If po : To{B) ~> H^{Mo, Go) is surjective, then the complex analytic family 
(A^, B^ uj) is complete at 0 G B. 
In order to prove the theorem, we must show that for any complex analytic 
family (A/", D, 7r) with 0 G D C C^  and 7r"^(0) = Mo, there exists a subdomain 
A C D containing 0 and a holomorphic map h : s ^ t = h{s) with /i(0) = 0 
from A into B such that (A/A, A, 7r) is the complex analytic family induced 
from (A4, B,cj) by h. 
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Note that if (A/*A, A, 7r) is the complex analytic family induced from 
{M, B,uj) by h, then for each s G A, we have 
Ns = 7T-i(s) = Mh(s) X s, and A^ A = \J M"(s) x s C M x A 
seA 
is a submanifold of M x A. Let g be the restriction of the projection M x 
A ~> M to A/A- Then it is clear that g is a holomorphic map of Af/^ into 
M and maps each N^ biholomorphically onto Mh(s)- Denoting a point of 
Ns = Mh{s) X s by (p, s) and identifying (p, 0) G No = Mo x 0 with p G Mo, 
we may consider 7r"^(0) = No = Mo. Therefore, if we denote the identity 
map (p, 0) ~> p by go, then g : N\ ~> M is an extension of go : No ~> Mo. 
Conversely, we have the following lemma : 
Lemma 4.1.2 If we can extend the identity g^ : N^ 二 Mo ~^ Mo to a holo-
morphic map g : A/*A ~> M such that g maps each Ns, s G A, biholomor-
phically onto Mfi[s), then (A/*A,A,7r) is the complex analytic family induced 
from {M, B,u) by h. 
Therefore, in order to prove Theorem4.1.1 (Theorem of Completeness), it 
suffices to show that for any given complex analytic family {Af, D, 7r) with 
7r_i(0) = Mo, if we take a sufficiently small domain A with 0 G A C D, we 
can construct a holomorphic map h : s ^ t = /i(s), h{0) = 0，of A into B, 
and a holomorphic map g of M^ = 7r"^(A) into M satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) g is an extension of the identity g^ : 7r"^(0) = M �— Mo and 
(ii)^ maps each Ns 二 7r—i(s) biholomorphically onto M"(s). 
Proof of Lemma4.1.2: Let {M, A, ir) be the complex analytic family in-
duced from {M, B,u) by h : A ^ B. We want to show that {Af, A, 7r) and 
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(A/k, A, 7T) are biholomorphically equivalent. Since (AT, A,介)is induced from 
[M, B, u) by h, we have 
7T"^(s) = Mh{s) X s, and J^ = U ^h(s) x s C M x A 
seA 
is a submanifold of M x A. Denoting a point of Af^ by q, we consider the 
holomorphic map 
少:A/*A — M X A given by 
^{q) = {9{q).^{q))-
Since g maps each Ng biholomorphically onto Mh{s)，屯 maps Ns biholomor-
phically onto ^{Ns) = Mh{s) X 5. Hence 少 maps A/“八：UseA ^s biholomor-
A 
phically onto N — UseA ^h{s) x s. Moreover, it is clear that n — ir o 少. 
Therefore, (A/A, A, 7r) and {M, A, n) are biholomorphically equivalent. • 
4.2 Construction of Formal Power Series of h 
and g 
Let {Uj} be a locally finite open covering of M and {xj} be the system 
of local coordinates. Since the problem is local with respect to B, we may 
assume that 




M 二 U Uj X B 二 U ^, 
j=i j=i 
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where Uj x B = Xj{Uj) 二 Uj and Uj = {Q = { C j , . . . , Q ) G C : |0 = 
maxQ |C"| < 1}. Here, by abuse of notation, we use Uj to denote Xj{Uj). If 
Uj n Uk + 0，then {Q, t) and (Ofc, t) are the same point of M if 
Q = 9jk{Ck,t) = {g]k{Ck,t),. • .,g]k(Ck,t))， (4.1) 
where 9jk{Ck^ t), a = 1 , . . . , n, are holomorphic functions on Uj 门 Uk. Simi-
larly, we may assume that 
i i 
D = {s G Cf : |5| < 1} and Af = U ^j x D = J Wj, 
j=i j=i 
where Wj = {zj = (zj,..., z^) e C^ : \zj\ < 1}, and {zj, s) and (z^, s) are 
the same point of J\f if 
^ = fAzk, s) = {fjk{^k: 5), •.., /;^(zfc, s)) . (4.2) 
Moreover, since No 二 Mo，we may also assume that Wj 门 N�— Uj 门 M� 
and the local coordinates {Q, 0) and {zj, 0) coincide on Wj Pl A^ 二 Uj D Mo. 
Putting 
hjk{zk) = fjk{zk,0), 
by (4.1) and (4.2), we have 
bjk{Ck) = "jfc(Ofc,o). 
Thus we have 
1 
No 二 Mo 二 U 巧， ^ 3 = ^j X 0 = >^ J n No = Uj n Mo = Uj x 0, 
j=i 
and the coordinate transformation on Vj 门 Vit is given by 
z^ = bjk{zk), a = l,...,n. 
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Now, we want to define a holomorphic map h : s — t = h{s) with /z(0) 二 0 
of Ae = {s e D : \s\ < s} into B for a sufficiently small e > 0, and to extend 
the identity go : T V � ^ Mo = No to a holomorphic map g : 7r"^(Ae) ~> M 
such that g maps each Ns = 7r_i(< )^, s G A � i n t o Mh{s) = uj-^{h{s)), that 
is, uj o g = h o 7r. Then since g is an extension of the identity go, g maps Ng 
biholomorphically onto Mh(s) provided that s is sufficiently small. 
To construct the required h and g, we first try to find out the necessary 
conditions for which they must satisfy. Suppose that such h and g exist. 
Then since g[Vj) = Vj C Uj for each Vj C No, g'^(plj) C A/^ e is an open set 
containing Vj. Therefore, we can choose a sufficiently small e > 0 such that 
for j = 1，..., 1, the subdomain 
yv* = {{zj,s) ： |2:j|<1, |s|<e} 
of yVj is contained in g~^{Uj): 
Vj c W； C g-\Uj) n Wj. 
We put 
g{zj,s) = (Cj,t) = (gj(zj,s),h(s)) : (ffj(zj,s),...,g^(zj,s),h(s)) (4.3) 
on W*. Then each g^ is holomorphic function of zj,..., Zj,Si,..., si defined 
on W*. Moreover, since g{zj, 0) = (Cj, 0) = (6 ,0) , we have 
9j{zj, 0) = Zj and /i(0) = 0. (4.4) 
Expanding Qj{zj, s) and h(s) into power series of Si,..., si, we get 
0 0 





Hs) = Y1 hu{s), K{s) = (/zi|^(5),..., ^1^(5)), (4.6) 
u=\ 
where "•(力，s) = E 9ji^r, (Zj)s? . . . s? and each component g!^? {zj) 
PlH h"z=P 
of the coefficient 
Pj>r"i/,(6) = 〔 9 ) 1 ^ 1； (巧 ) , • . . ‘ 5'>! - !//(¾)) 
is a holomorphic function of z),..., z^ defined on Vj. Note that the power 
series gj{zj, s) of S i , . . . , si converge for |5| < s. Moreover, there is a basic 
relation 
9j {fjk{zk, 5), 5) = Qjk {9k{zk, 5), h[s)) (4.7) 
on W* n W l 
Now, we try to construct the formal power series gj(Zj,s) and h{s) on 
each Vj such that (4.7) holds. As before, we reduce (4.7) into the following 
system of infinitely many congruences : 
P ( " ) … … 9 ^ {fjk{zk^ s), s)) = g,k {g'k{zk. s), h^{s))，“ = 0,1, 2，.. • 
As usual, we want to construct gj{zj, s) and h^{s) by induction on u so 
that P(z/) holds on Vj D Vk / 0. It is clear that P ( " ) holds for z/ = 0. 
Suppose that g ^ ( Z j , s ) and h^~^{s) are already constructed in such a way 
that 
C {fjk{zk.s),s) '= g,, {gl-\z,,s),h^-\s)) (4.8) 
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holds on each Vj n ^ + 0. Next, we consider P( " ) . By an elementary 
calculation, one can show that P ( " ) is equivalent to the following congruence: 
gr'UAzk,s),s)-gjk {g',-'{zk,s),h^-'{s)) 
- E 舞 . < “ . , ， . ) - g ] “ z ” S) + E (8~^\=o.“小⑷，（4.9) 
where zj = fjk{zk, 0) and h{s) — t. By the induction hypothesis, the left 
hand side of (4.9)W 0. Thus if we put 
r>|"(6-, s) = {g^-' {fjk{zk. s), s) — 9jkK~\^k, 5), h^-'{s)))^ , (4.10) 
then we have 
^jkUzj, s) = "J-1 {fjk{zk, s), s) - gjk [gk~\zk, s), ""-1(S)) . (4.11) 
Therefore, P(z/) is equivalent to the following equality : 
^jkU^j,s) 
- I ( ^ ¾ ^ ) " • hrwis) + E 為.<.(^., ^) - g]wh, sl (4.12) 
T* — 1 O — X fc 
where Zj 二 bjk(Zk). 
Put 
_ - (d9j,iz„t)\ i 
〜 ' - a | i V 礼 Jt=o ^^r 
r> iJs ) = E^r^|^(2:j,5)^, 
ffkiu(s) = E^gk|u(^k,s)^, 
where zj 二 bjk(zk)- Then in terms of the above notation, P ( " ) is written as 
m 
rjfc|i/(s) = 5^ hr\u{s)erjk + 9k\u{s) _ "• (§ ) . (4.13) 
a = l 
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Note that the 1—cocycle {Orjk} G Z^ (V, 0o) represents the infinitesimal de-
formation 6r 二 po ( 是 ) ^ H^{Mo,Qo), where V = {Vj} is a finite open 
covering of Mo = iY�. Moreover, for any fixed s G D, we have the following 
lemma : 
Lemma 4.2.1 {^1,.(5)} G Z^{V,Qo)-
Proof : It suffices to prove that 
r , i t | . ( 5 ) — Tik\ , { s ) + r , - ,| , (5 ) = 0 . ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
Using matrix notation, (4.14) is written in the form : 
^ikU^i, s) 二 ^ijw{zi, s) + Aij[zj)Tjk\u{zj, s), (4.15) 
where zi = hj[zj) and Aij[zj) — (^¾-^ . For simplicity, we denote 
V^ i^ /a,/3=l^.,n 
fjk{zk,s) and g^'^{zk,s) by fjk{s) and gk~\s) respectively. Then by (4.11), 
we have 
TikU^i^ s) = gr' {fik{s), s)—似("ri(^ h'~\s)) , (4.16) 
and 
1>丨“勺，s ) -� -1 ( / , , ( . ) , 5) - g , , ( � - i ( s ) , h^-'{s)) • (4.17) 
Then by (4.17), we have 
9ik {gl-\s),h^-\s)) 
二 gij—"k-i(s),h"-�^-i(s)) 
- 9 i j {gr^{fjk{s), s) - Tjki^{zj, 5), " " - i ( s ) ) (4.18) 
=9ij {gr^Us).s),h^-^s)) - E % {gr\fjk{s),s),h^-\s)) r�*(Zj,s) 
(j—1 j 
=g” {gr'iUs), s), h^-\s)) - E ikr%^.izj,.), 
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where |^ = f f . Then by putting (4.18) into (4.16), we get 
^j ^ j 
! ^ • ( z ” � （4.19) 
-"r—i {fik{s), s) — 9ij [g'-'{fjk{s)^ s), h^-'{s)) + A-,(^)r,-,|,(^, s). 
But, by (4.11), we have 
gr' {Us),s) — g,j [g^-'{f,,{s),s),h^-'{s)) 
- 9 ” iMk{s), s), s) — g,, {gr'{fjk{s). s), h^-\s)) 
- ^ i j W i^ijifjk{s)),s) 
— ^ij]i/{^i^ ^)• 
Therefore，by substituting it into (4.19)，we get (4.15). • 
Thus, P(") may be written in the following form : 
m 
{r,fc|.(5)} = Y1 hri,(s){Orjk} + S{gji,{s)}, (4.20) 
r=l 
where { r ^ J s ) } , {6rjk} e Z\V, Bo) and {gj“s)} G C'(V, 6o). 
Lemma 4.2.2 For any {Fj^} G Z^(V, 0o)； there exists hr G C, r = 1，..., m, 
and {gj] G C°(V, 6o) such that 
m 
{Tjk} = E hr{Orjk} + S{gj}. (4.21) 
r=l 
Proof : Let 7 G H^{Mo, 60) be the cohomology class of the 1—cocycle 
{Tjk}. Since by assumption, po : To{B) ^ H^{Mo, 60) is surjective, there 
exists hr G C, r 二 1 , . . . , m, such that 
m 




Therefore, the cohomology class of {Tjk}- E "r{"rjfc} is 0. As H^{V, 6o) 4 
r=l 
7Tl 
H'{Mo, 6o), we have { ! > } - E hr{Orjk} e 6C^V, 0o). 口 
r=l 
Therefore, the formal power series h{s) and gj{zj, s) can be constructed so 
that P(") holds for all v G N. In next section, we will show that if hr\u{s) 
and {gj{u{zj^ 5)} are chosen appropriately, then h{s) and Qj{zj^ s) converge 
absolutely in |s| < e provided that s is sufficiently small. 
4.3 Proof of Convergence 
Note that in vector notation, (4.21) is written in the following form : 
m 
^jk{zj) = Y1 hr6rjk{zj) + Ajk{zk)gk{zk) 一 9j{zj), (4.22) 
r = l 
(Qz? \ 
where Ajk{zk) 二 ^ ) . Since each Vj = {zj G C^ : \zj\ < 1} 
V^ f^c Jct,P=i,".,n. 
is a coordinate polydisk, we may assume that the coordinate function Zj is 
defined on a domain of A^ containing Vj. Therefore, there exists a constant 
Ci such that 
Q2^0c 
~ ^ < Ci, for all a, p = 1, ...，n, and j, k = 1,..., 1. 
^ ½ 
Definition 4.3.1 We define the norm of the matrix Ajk{zk) by 
M z k ) l = sup l� ) ( cT)Cl， c e e , C + 0. (4.23) 
Then it is clear that there exists a constant C2 such that for all j，k = 1 , . . . , 1, 
we have 
\Ajk{zk)\ < C2 on Vj n Vk + 0. (4.24) 
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Definition 4.3.2 We define the norm ofa 1-cocycle |F| = {Tjk} G Z^{V, 6o) 
by 
|r| = max sup |r>(zj)|, r > ( 6 ) = ( r j i ^ j ) , . . . , i 7 ^ j ) ) . (4.25) 
•^’ zjeVjHVk 
Moreover, if |P| < 00，we define z(r) by 
z(r) — inf max < |/i^ |, sup \gj{zj) \ >, (4.26) 
~ [ zjeuj J 
where inf is taken with respect to all the solutions h” r = 1 , . . . ,m, Qj{zj) 
of (4.21). 
Lemma 4.3.3 For a 1 — cocycle T = {Fj^J with |F| < 00，ifhr, r = 1 , . . . , m, 
{gj} is a solution of (4.22), then \gj{zj)\ = |(pj(^), • • • ,gj{zj)){ is hounded 
on Vj^ 1 < j < 1. 
Proof : Put 
Vj = { ^ ^ ^ : 1 ¾ ! < ! - ^ } -
Then, since {Vj} is a finite open covering of N^ and N^ is compact, we have 
No = U Vf 
j=i 
for a sufficiently small S. As gj{zj) is holomorphic on Vj, it is bounded on 
Vf C Vf C Vj. If Zj 贫 Vf, then zj G F / for some k + j. Therefore, by 
(4.22), we have the following equality on Vj 门 V/ : 
m 
9j{zj) = Y1 hrOrjk{zj) + Ajk{zk)gk{zk) - ^jk{zj), (4.27) 
r=l 
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where Zj = bjk, Zk G V^. Since 6 > ¾ ^ ( ¾ ) = ( � ( : ��) a r e bounded holo-
V r /t=o 
morphic functions, there exists a constant C3 such that for all j, k = 1 , . . . , 1, 
we have the following inequality : 
\Orjk{zj)\ = m,,{zj), • •. ,0^^,{zj))l < C3 on y, n vw + 0. (4.28) 
Moreover, since \Ajk{zk)\ < C2 by (4.24) and |P| < 00 by assumption, and 
since gk{zk) is bounded on y / , \gj{zj)\ is bounded on Vj Pl Vj^ by (4.27). As 
Vj is covered by Vf and a finite number of V /^, k + j , it follows that \gj{zj) 
is bounded on V ,^ j — 1，...，l. • 
Lemma 4.3.4 For any F — {Fj^} G Z^(V, 0o) with |F| < 00； there exists 
solutions hr, r = 1 , . . . , m, {gj} of (4-.21) such that the following inequalities 
hold. 
\hr\<C,\Tl | ^ , ( ^ ) | < C 4 | r | , ( 4 . 2 9 ) 
where C4 is a constant independent of T 二 {r^jt}. 
Proof : It suffices to prove that 
i{T) < C|r| (4.30) 
for some constant C independent of F. Suppose that (4.30) does not hold. 
Then for any n € N, there exists r ( " 6 Z\V, 0o) such that 
z(r("))>n|r(W|. 
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Replacing ! “ � by !(二), we obtain a sequence of 1-cocycles r ( W = { r ^ ) } G 
Z^(V,9o) such that 
2(r〜)）= i， |r(^<"J^. (4.31) 
n 
The equality z(r(^)) = 1 implies that there exists a solution h^^\ r = 
1，..., m, {p f^} of (4.21) for F = [ � such that 
|"[叫<5, |p_jW(6)|<5. 
Therefore, we may assume that the sequences {/^ 几)}, r — 1，..., m, converge 
and {gY^[zj)} converges uniformly on each compact subset of Vj. Since 
Vf C Vj is compact, {gY^{zj)} converges uniformly on V^ C Vf. If zj 运 Vf, 
then Zj e Vl for some k + j. Hence by (4.22), we have the following equality 
on Vj 门 V/ : 
m 
gf{ j^) = E "严~“6) + 為.办；0"1—(之*) - rt)(6-)， 
r=l 
where zj 二 bjk(Zk), Zk G V^. Since |F^)(^)| <『(叫 < • ^ 0 as n — oo, it 
follows from the previous results that the right hand side of the above equality 
converges uniformly on V^ 门 VJ^ J. Since Vj C uL=iV /^ = N�, we conclude that 
{gY^{zj)} converges uniformly on Vj. Putting 
hr = J i ^ "产 and Qj{zj) = Jm ")")(¾), 
as |r^)(^)| < |r(W| < ^ ~^ 0 when n — oo, we have 
m 
0 二 5 ^ KOrjk{zj) + Ajk{zk)gk{zk) — 9j{zj). 
r = l 
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Therefore, by putting 
/,(-) ^ h^-) - hr and t \ z j ) = g f \ z ^ ) - g j { z , ) , 
we get 
m 
rt,)(6) = E h^^%k{zj) + AMg^^^ — gf{zj). 
r—l 
This implies that 私打)，r = 1 , . . . ,m, and {劣…} is also a solution of (4.21) 
for r = r(—. But we have |财叫 ~> 0 and sup,.^y. |劣—(6)| ~> 0 as n ~> oo, 
which contradicts the fact that i{T) = 1. • 
Now, using the method of majorant series as in section 2.5, we want to show 
that 
h{s) < A(s) and gj{zj, s) - Zj < A(s), (4.32) 
where A(s) — ^ Y, ^ (^卫二？+器‘），and b,c > 0 are properly chosen. Recall 
U=1 
that 
A { s ) ^ �� s ) . 
c 
Moreover, using mathematical induction, one can show that 
/bV^ 
A(sY < - ^(5), 1/ = 2,3，一. （4.33) 
w 
To prove (4.32), it suffices to show that 
T{v) h"(s)�4s) and g^(zj, s) - zj�成5) for 1/ e N. 
As before, we prove T(") by induction on v. Since 
Ai{s) = &(si + " . + sz), 
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T(") is obviously true if b is large enough. Suppose that T(") is true. Next, 
we want to show that 
r,fc|,(5)<Kyl(5), 
where K is a positive constant, and then by (4.29) to conclude that 
hr\u{s)�C4KA{s) and " j > ( s ) �C 4 K A { s ) . 
By (4.10), we have 
^jkwi^j. s) = {gr'{fjk{zk, S), s))^ — {gjk{gr'i^k, s), h^-\s)))^ . (4.34) 
We first estimate the first term of the right hand side of (4.34): 
( 夕 广 ( / ) “ 1 吐 劝 , 
Since fjk(Zk, s) are vector-valued holomorphic functions, we may assume that 
fjk{zk, s) — bj,{z,)�i(^ = ^ E c" (h + .2. + A)", i, c > 0, (4.35) 
1沉 i/-i ^ 
on Vj n Vk. Put 
G{zj,s) = g”(Zj，s)-Zj. 
Then, by induction hypothesis, we have 
E 仏 1 - , ( 6 ) � 1. . . ^ r = Gh,s)«>1(5) = E A ^ i . , # . . . s ? . 
i/H hi^ ;>l PlH hi^ i>l 
That is 
Gui-i^i{^j)l < A ^ r , , Zj e Uj. (4.36) 
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Let Zj G V-, since Vf = {zj e Vj : \zj\ < 1 - S}, G^,(^Zj + C) is a 
vector-valued holomorphic function of ( = (Ci,.. .,(n), |C| < ^- Expanding 
Gj^ .^..ui{zj + ¢) into power series in ¢1,. . . , (n, we get 
^i^i-ui (¾ + C) — 5^ u^i--ui^ jLi--^ n i^j)Ci Cn" • 
m’". ,^^n 
By Cauchy's integral formula and (4.36)，we get 
A 广 (7 \ <- "l"-"Z U"r.-",m�"n�4J ^ J/Xi+-+/Xn' 
Therefore, we obtain 
^ 
G^^...i^i(zj + Q — Gui--vi{zj)� 5Z 私1+...上 CP ...(，• 
Atl+---+/in>l 
This implies that 
^ ( ¾ + C, - ) — ^(¾, ^ « 妳 ） E % ^ -
^l\^—hMn>i 
If we put C = fjk[Zk, s) - Zj, then by (4.35), we have 
G{f,,{z,,s),s)-G{z,,s) « A(.) E S^^T^ 
] V ' u n V V 1 (4.37) 
=^){Ls(^)l —1}. 
Taking a sufficiently large c, we may assume that 
A 
嘉 < i (4.38) 
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Then by (4.33), we have 
r , �, , i n r 1 n 00 / I / �\ “ oo 1/ v,, 
E ( ^ ) - 1 � 1 + E 警 - 1 
At=0 \ / ^=1 
1 n 
, 00 / -�n—l ^ 
« l + i E ^ 外 ） - 1 
fX=l 





« 字 彻 . 
Putting this result into (4.37), we get 
2"+i 
G {fjk{zk. s), s) 一 G{zj, s ) 《 - A { s ) A { s ) . (4.39) 
A 




Using this fact together with (4.33), (4.39) is reduced to 
G { U z , ^ s ) , s ) - G { z , , s ) �¥ f A ( � 2 
« ^ ^成外 
As 
A 
G{zj, s) 二 g^i(Zj, s) - Zj and fjk(zk, s) - zj < A(s)�-^(s), 
we have 
/2^+1¾ b\ 
� - 1 (fj,(z,, s), s) - g^-'(zj, s ) �( j + - j A(s). 
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This implies that 
/ X /9^+1¾ h\ 
{gr' iMzk, S), s))^ « ( 了 + - j A{s). (4.40) 
Next, we want to estimate the second term of the right hand side of (4.34): 
{9jk{9k-'{^k.s),h^-'{s)))^. 
Expanding Qjk{zk + C? t) into power series in Ci, . . . , Cn, h , . . . , tm, since 
9jk{zk^ t) are vector-valued holomorphic functions, we may assume that 
Qjk{zk + C, t) — constant term — linear term 
00 
《 E a^(Cl + . . . + Cn + h + . . . + tmY, a > 0. ^i=2 
If we put ( — g^~^(zk, s) — z^) — Zk and t — h/"](s), then since ( <C A(s) 
and t �A { s ) by induction hypothesis, we get 
Qjk (gf—i(Zfc, s), /i"—i(s)) — constant term — linear term 
00 
< E a^(n + m)M(s)^ 
Ai=2 
00 / . \ u— 1 
< E a^(m + nY � "A [ s ) . ( by (4.33)) 
^—2 
This implies that 
/ , „ 1, � " ，1 , � � � ba^(m + nV ^ /ba(m + n)V “ � 
(gjkig^'i^k. s), h^-'{s))) « - ^ ~ ~ L E ^ ~ ~ - Ms)-
\ “ c =^0 \ c / 
Taking a constant c such that — : + … < |，we have 
{9A9n^^,s),h^-'{s)))^�2^2(r^ + n ) 2 x ^ . (4 41) 
Combining (4.40) and (4.41), we get 
r W f e , . ) « C M ( . ) = ( 孕 + 1 + ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ) A(s) (4.42) 101 
on V / n %• Since 
^jk{A^j, s) = Aji{zi)Tiki^{zi, s) — Aji{zi)Tiji^{zi, s) and \Aji{zi)\ < C2, 
it is easy to see that 
Tjk\u{zj, s)�2C2C7*4(s) on Vj n K . 
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 4.3.4 that 
hr|^(s)�Oi2C2C^*A(s), r = 1，•. •, m, gj\^{s)�C42C2C*A(s). 
Note that C2C4C* is independent of u. Moreover, it is clear that we may 
choose b and c such that 
2C2C4C* < 1. 
Consequently, putting 
h^{s) 二 /i"-i(s) + K{s) and g^{zj, s) = gp\zj, s) + gj\i,{zj, s), 
we get the result : 
h^{s)�^(5) and gj{zj, s) - Zj < 4(<s). 
00 “ 
As the radius of convergence ofthe power series Y1 �i s 1, h(s) converges for 
i/=i 
s\ < 吉,and gj{zj, s) converges absolutely and uniformly on Vj for |s| < ^. 
With these preparations, we prove the theorem of completeness as fol-
lows: 
Recall that the complex analytic families (A/", D, 7r) and (M, B,tj) are rep-
resented as below : 
^ = U ^ X D = U >%’ ^ = U ^. X B = U 叫, 
j=i j=i j=i j=i 
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wheveVj = {zj G C" : \zj\ < 1}, D = {5 G d : |5| < 1} and B = {t e C^ : 
t\ < 1}. By the previous results, there exists holomorphic maps : 
Gj ： (Zj,s) — (0 , t ) = te(^-,5),/i(5)), G,{z,,6) = (0 ,0) = (^-,0), (4.43) 
from V^ X A C Vj x D into C^ x C^ provided that A is sufficiently small. 
Now we want to show that these Gj define a holomorphic map 
g:Af^ = 7T-\A)^M 
for some sufficiently small A. To show this, it suffices to prove that gj{zj, s) 
and gk[Zk,s) coincide on (Vj H V5^ ) x A for some small A. But by our con-
struction of gj[Zj,s) and /i(s), we have 
9j{fjk{zk^ 5), s) = gjk{9k{zk, s), h{s)) 
on {Vj 门 Vfc) X A provided that A is sufficiently small. This implies that if 
Zj = fjk[zk,s), then 
9j{zj, s) = gjk{9k{zk, s)，h{s)). 
As {Cj,t) and (Cfc, t) represent the same point of M if and only if (j = 
ffjk(Ck, t), we conclude that gj{zj, s) and gk{zk, s) coincide on {Vj A Vj^ ) x A 
for some small A. Thus we get a holomorphic map g from J\f^ into M. with 
g = Gj on Vj X A. Moreover, u 0 g 二 h 0 n follows immediately from (4.43). 
Therefore, Theorem of Completeness 4.1.1 is proved. 
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